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Abstract
A numerical raytracer is developed for determining the optical appearance
of distant objects in the curved spactimes of General Relativity. This ray-
tracer employs the GRworkbench software to directly integrate the geodesic
equation for light, using general techniques that could be applied to any
asymptotically flat spacetime solution. The raytracer is used to investigate
the appearance of the celestial sky around Kerr-Newman black holes with
arbitrary electric charge and angular momentum. The results of this ray-
tracer are compared with previous literature concerning the uncharged static
Schwarzschild black hole geometry.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This project aims to correctly duplicate any photograph that an observer
could take in a known spacetime of General Relativity Theory (GRT).
The optical appearance of the distant stellar sky, as seen in the vincinity of
different curved spacetimes, has been dealt with by numerous scientific pa-
pers (e.g. [5] [18] and [17]). Since we cannot traverse the distances necessary
to directly measure most phenomena predicted by GRT, optical observations
are very important in understanding how GRT applies to our physical uni-
verse. Proper visualisation is also useful purely as a means toward a better
understanding of features of a spacetime; visualisation tools may contribute
to advances in other theoretical physics research.
Black holes, wormholes and other spacetimes of General Relativity have also
captured the imagination of the public. Popular science fiction frequently
describes phenomena that were unimagined prior to GRT, but frequently
describes such phenomena poorly. Physically accurate visualisations have a
great potential for assisting education.
In this project a sophisticated computer program is produced to determine
the optical appearance of distant stars, in curved spacetimes, by numerically
back tracing the paths of light rays reaching a simulated observer. This
program can be used both for producing educational resources and as a tool
for facilitating research into different spacetimes.
This thesis introduces the history and mathematical formalism behind GRT
in chapter 2. In particular, the equations which govern the trajectory of light
rays, or null geodesics, are explained.
1
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Chapter 2 also contains a review of other methods which have been used to
produce visualisations of GRT. The common failing is that each is highly
specific to a particular spacetime solution, and so cannot be applied to new
spacetimes without significant further analytical work.
Chapter 3 describes a general purpose tool being developed at ANU, for
performing and visualising numerical experiments in arbitrary spacetimes.
This tool, GRworkbench, is capable of determining paths of individual null
geodesics without being supplied significant information beyond the metric
charts which comprise a particular spacetime, and the initial or final condi-
tions for the geodesic concerned.
Creation of the computer program, for visualising spacetimes of GRT, is
described in chapter 4. This program uses GRworkbench to determine the
path taken by each light ray that an observer would see, and therefore inherits
the ability to be used on arbitrary spacetimes.
The results obtained from the project are given in chapter 5. Images in
the uncharged static Schwarzschild black hole solution were produced for
comparison with results in prior literature. Different optical appearances, in
spacetimes with black holes which are spinning or electrically charged, are
also investigated.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and outlines directions for future work.
Chapter 2
General Relativity
2.1 Historical Background
2.1.1 Finite Speed of Light
The ancients could easily observe that sound does not travel instantly across
long distances, but propagates slowly compared to light. Astronomical mea-
surements of the 17th century showed that light itself propagates at a finite
speed, by comparisons with the speed of the planets.
As Jupiter changes velocity with respect to our earth, the Doppler shift can
be measured in the apparent period of Jupiter’s moon Io. Ole Rømer used
this to calculate the speed of light in 1676. In 1728 James Bradley determined
the speed of light from measurements of the angular aberration of star light
caused as earth’s velocity changes with respect to the stars.
By the 19th century earth-bound measurements of the speed of light were
made using the Fizeau-Foucault apparatus, whereby light rays are directed
through spinning cogs or mirrors.
2.1.2 Special Relativity
Scientific experiments are expected to give the same result regardless of when
they are performed or where apparatus is located. Furthermore, Galileo
3
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Galilei argued that the mechanics of the universe are invariant whether in
a laboratory (stationary to earth) or moving at uniform constant velocity
aboard a ship. This is now called the principle of relativity.
Classical Newtonian Mechanics assumes that velocities are simply additive,
for example, that the velocity of a cannonball as (observed from a ship)
plus the velocity of the ship (observed from the shore) is the velocity of the
cannonball as observed at the shore. In this context Galileo’s argument is
that equations of physics should be invariant under the simple velocity boosts
now called “Galilean transformations”.
Maxwell’s famous equations of electricity and magnetism were produced in
the mid 19th century. These equations predicted the existence of electromag-
netic waves, which travel through empty space only at a speed consistent with
the speed measured for light in vacuum; Maxwell (correctly) concluded light
itself to be an electromagnetic disturbance.
However, Maxwell’s equations are not invariant under Galilean transforma-
tions (they are invariant under “Lorentz transformations”). This was inter-
preted to mean that there exists a single absolute reference frame in which
Maxwell’s equations apply, corresponding to an ether medium through which
light waves propagate. However the negative result of the Michelson Morley
experiment, expected to detect movement of the earth relative to the ether,
cast shadow over the ether interpretation.
In 1905 Einstein suggested that velocities are not simply additive, that our
physical universe is invariant under Lorentz transformations. By maintaining
Galileo’s principle of relativity but postulating all observers agree on the
speed of light, Einstein produced a theory of relativity which complements
Maxwell’s equations.
2.1.3 Gravity and Acceleration
Einstein realised his theory was not compatible with Newtonian gravity.
Newton’s gravity forces acted instantaneously over great distances, and could
thereby be used to transmit information faster than the light which defines
causality under Einstein’s relativity.
To replace Newtonian gravity, Einstein noted that inertial mass is always
proportional to gravitational charge; since no measurement can distinguish
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locally between acceleration and gravitational force, there is no reason to
distinguish gravitation in theory either. While this concept is locally straight
forward (just assume all parts of the laboratory are accelerating equally) it
demands a concept of curved space to reconcile the opposite accelerations
of laboratories on opposite sides of the globe without changing the distance
between them.
Contrary to Newton’s tale a falling apple is not accelerating but is completely
at rest (only) until it contacts the ground. It is the apple tree which is
accelerating, violently pulling the apple stem skyward against the fruit’s
natural inertia.
2.1.4 The Physical Universe
While gravity is not classically expected to interact at all with light, Gen-
eral Relativity theory predicted the path taken by light rays near a massive
object would be curved by the gravitational distortion of space. In 1919 this
prediction was confirmed by photographing, during a solar eclipse, the stars
that appeared close to the sun.
Experimental measurements of the (large scale) physical universe so far have
been uniformly consistent with General Relativity Theory. The quantita-
tive results have practical importance, for example precise correction for
gravitational time dilation is necessary for the Global Positioning System of
navigation satellites to function usefully.
The theory is not directly applicable on the microscopic scale where Quantum
Mechanics and the wave nature of light and matter become important.
2.2 Mathematical Theory
General Relativity Theory is based on the mathematical field of Differential
Geometry and Pseudo-Riemannian Manifolds.
6 CHAPTER 2. GENERAL RELATIVITY
Figure 2.1: The Topological Space S2 ⊂ R3
2.2.1 Manifolds
A chart is a homeomorphic1 mapping to real coordinate space2 Rn.
Consider any spot of the surface of a three-dimensional globe or painted
egg-shell. A chart depicting some neighbourhood of the spot can always
be drawn on a flat sheet of paper. This is because the surface is locally
equivalent (homeomorphic) to two-dimensional space; the globe is a manifold
of dimension 2. A manifold is a topological space with an atlas (a set of charts
that cover it entirely).
If we wish to speak of specific points then we can label them using the
chart coordinate systems. For example, Wagga Wagga can be unambiguously
specified by the coordinates (x1 = 5.4, x2 = 5.3) on chart B.
2.2.2 Tangent Spaces
For a surface embedded in Euclidean space R3 there is a natural concept of
a tangent plane at any point on the surface. Tangent spaces TpMn on an
1ie. one-to-one, onto and continuous in both directions
2or to another space homeomorphic to Rn, especially some open subset of Rn.
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(b) Chart B
Figure 2.2: One set of charts that covers S2
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abstract manifold are defined as the spaces spanned by directional derivative
operators. Any tangent vector can be expressed (2.1) as a linear combination
of elements from the basis { ∂
∂xi
} of derivatives along the coordinate axes of
some coordinate chart.
v =
n∑
i=1
(
vi
∂
∂xi
)
where v ∈ TpMn (2.1)
= vi
∂
∂xi
= vi ∂i = v
i ei (2.2)
Various shorthand notation (2.2) is widely used, particularly the Einstein
summation convention which implies that any index appearing twice (both
raised and lowered) in a single term is to be summed over.
A space (T∗pMn = span {ωi}) of dual vectors can also be defined (2.3). The
dual basis vectors at a point can be thought of like functions whose contours
are the chart grid-lines.
ωi(ej) ≡ δij =
{
1 if i = j
0 otherwise
(2.3)
Note that every tangent vector is intrinsically tied to a particular point on
the manifold. The relationship between tangent spaces of different points on
a manifold is not trivial (see 2.2.6).
2.2.3 The Metric
Notice the chart textures appear distorted in places; the shape of Australia
appears different on each chart because the surface of the (curved) sphere
must be stretched to lie in a flat chart. If we wish to measure the length s
of some path on the manifold (e.g. the perimeter of mainland Australia) we
require a ruler or metric that corrects for the distortion of the chosen chart
coordinate system upon the manifold.
ds 2 = gµν dx
µ dxν (2.4)
2.2. MATHEMATICAL THEORY 9
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Figure 2.3: A typical Metric
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the form of a metric in the coordinates of a particular
chart is3 (2.4). For each specific choice of µ and ν, gµν is a function that
takes a point on the manifold and returns a real number (or is undefined if,
and only if, the point lies outside the domain of that particular chart).
More formally, the metric g is a tensor (2.5) thats operation defines the inner
product between pairs of tangent vectors at the same point (2.6).
g = gµν ω
µ ⊗ ων (2.5)
where gµν ≡ < eµ, eν >
< v,u > = g (v,u) (2.6)
= (gµν ω
µ ⊗ ων)(vαeα, uβeβ)
= gµν v
α uβ (eα(ω
µ)) (eβ(ω
ν))
= gαβ v
α uβ (2.7)
The metric effectively lowers indices to convert one vector into a dual vector
that can operate directly on another vector. The reciprocal gµν is used for
raising indices in tensor equations.
The length of a line on the manifold (with tangent vector dx(λ)) is obtained
from the integral of the the tangent vector magnitude (ie. < dx,dx >) along
the line (∀ λ). In coordinates (2.7) this recovers the original expression (2.4).
2.2.4 Lorentzian Universe
Classically, in flat three dimensional Euclidean space, the metric function is
simply a generalisation of Pythagoras’ theorem.
ds 2 = dx1
2
+ dx2
2
+ dx3
2
(2.8)
This equation is invariant under many transformations (e.g. constant dis-
placement, rotation, and reflection), corresponding to symmetries perceived
3Recall separate summation over both repeated indices is implied
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of the physical universe. However, a velocity boost transformation (x′+vt↔
x) introduces another variable (dt). We might generalise our metric to in-
clude time as an extra dimension, choosing an imaginary coefficient (
√−1 c
where c ∈ R) so as to distinguish time from the spatial dimensions.
ds 2 = dx1
2
+ dx2
2
+ dx3
2 − c 2 dx0 2 (2.9)
While also not compatible with Galilean velocity boosts, this metric is in-
variant under Lorentz velocity transformations. If c is selected as the speed
of light (or if units are chosen such that both equal 1), this metric represents
special relativity (the Minkowski spacetime).
Tangent vectors with negative magnitude are called timelike. These represent
directions in which observers or material particles may traverse the manifold.
Spacelike tangent vectors are those with positive magnitude, representing
the direction in which a ruler (of some velocity) might point. If the distance
between two nearby events in spacetime is spacelike then they are not causally
connected; it would be necessary to exceed the speed of light in order to travel
in a spacelike direction.
The limiting cases are null tangent vectors, having zero magnitude4. These
may be described lightlike as they represent the directions in which photons
traverse spacetime.
In general (curved) spacetimes, while the chart coordinate representation
of the metric tensor is less trivial (all 42 terms of gµν can be nonzero), the
Lorentzian signature (ie. exactly two less negative terms than positive terms)
is always maintained. From every point there will be spacelike vectors, time-
like vectors and null vectors.
2.2.5 Observers and Orthonormalisation
Observers with different relative velocities might be present at any particular
point in the spacetime, and can be distinguished by their timelike vectors.
Every observer has an equally valid claim to being “stationary”5 and thus
4for example v = kdx0 + kdx3; not the trivial zero vector v = 0
5although if the observer is accelerating then the claim to possessing velocity zero will
be fleeting
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we can record the tangent vector to our path through spacetime as purely
timelike. Adding also vectors we consider to represent purely spacelike di-
rections (ie. orthogonal to our time vector), we can construct a complete
orthonormal (four-)basis.
If we use our basis to describe the vector that another observer considers
purely timelike then (although we must agree it has timelike magnitude)
we will also find its direction has spacelike components, corresponding to
that observer’s velocity relative to us. (Similarly their spacelike basis vectors
will have timelike components under our basis, thus their projection into our
spacelike coordinates will be “Lorentz-contracted” in the direction of relative
motion.)
A vector can be separated into parts parallel and orthogonal to another
vector.
v = v⊥u + α · u (2.10)
where < v⊥u , u > = 0 (2.11)
The inner product function defined by the metric is generally not positive
definite but must still obey linearity. Substituting (2.10) into (2.11) produces
an expression for the orthogonal component of a vector.
v⊥u = v − < v,u >
< u,u >
· u (2.12)
To orthonormalise one vector with respect to another the resultant vector
should have magnitude 1 or −1, and while being orthogonal to the second
vector should point as closely as possible6 to the direction of the first vector.
orthonormalise(v,u) =
v⊥u
|< v⊥u,v⊥u >| (2.13)
Given some basis of orthogonal vectors {eα}, it is now trivial to express any
other vector in terms of the basis.
v = vα eα ⇐⇒ vα = < v, eα >
< eα, eα >
(2.14)
6Previously GRworkbench implemented this expected behaviour when acting with re-
spect to timelike vectors only.
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2.2.6 Covariant Derivatives
Imagine some camera falling freely (and without spinning7) along some world-
line (with tangent vector u). At any position along this worldline (parame-
terised using some λ ∈ R) the direction in which the camera is focused may
be described with another vector field (v). As the camera falls, in some sense
there should be zero change in the direction it points in.
∇u(λ)v = 0 for all λ (2.15)
This is called parallel transport and requires some operator (the covariant
derivative8 ∇) to measure how the (covariant) vector field changes along the
manifold.
Behaviour of a covariant derivative is expected to obey multi-linearity (2.16)
and the Leibnitz product rule (2.17) and its action on a scalar function should
be consistent with the concept of tangent vectors as directional derivatives
(2.18).
∇uv = ∇uα·eαv = uα ∇eαv = uα ∇αv (2.16)
= ∇u(vβeβ) = (∇uvβ) eβ + vβ(∇ueβ) (2.17)
= (u(vβ)) eβ + v
β(uα (∇αeβ)) (2.18)
where u(vβ) = uα
∂vβ
∂xα
∇uv = u(vβ) eβ + uαvβΓγαβ eγ (2.19)
The directions of the chart coordinate vectors themselves are not generally
constant across the manifold; the direction ∇αeβ in which a chart coordinate
curves is itself another vector quantity and so can also be written Γγαβeγ as
a linear combination of basis vectors (2.19).
Note the covariant derivative is also used for dual vectors and other tensors.
0 = ∇αδµβ = ∇αωµeβ = eβ∇αωµ + ωµΓγαβeγ = eβ∇αωµ + Γµαβ
7An observer with intrinsic angular momentum can feel that (s)he is spinning, and can
measure the associated coriolis and centrifugal acceleration.
8also called the connection as it defines how the tangent space at one point relates to
the tangent space at some other point
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Figure 2.4: Curvature of Chart Coordinate Vectors on Manifold
∴ ∇αωµ = −Γµαβωβ
By further imposing that the covariant derivative be torsion free on scalar
fields,
∇a∇bf = ∇b∇af ⇒ Γcab = Γc ba
and that the inner product of parallel-transported vectors be constant,
0 = ∇a(gvu) = ∇ag = ∂agµν − gβνΓβµa − gµβΓβaν
the components of the Christoffel symbol Γ are uniquely determined in terms
of the metric and its first partial derivatives.
∂νgµα + ∂µgαν − ∂αgµν = 2gαβ Γβµν (2.20)
2.2.7 Geodesics
For an observer in some manifold there is an obvious concept of a straight
line, called a geodesic. Note that geodesics will generally not appear perfectly
linear when plotted in the coordinates of a given chart. A geodesic is a path
along which the tangent vector to that path is parallel transported.
∇v v = 0 (2.21)
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The existence of a unique9 geodesic through any given tangent vector follows
from the smoothness of the metric in chart coordinate components [16].
Null geodesics (ie. geodesics with null tangent vectors) represent paths that
light rays take across a spacetime. Timelike geodesics represent the paths
taken by free-falling inertial observers (or any non-accelerated material par-
ticles).
2.3 Geodesic Deviation
2.3.1 Geodesic Deviation
The tidal forces of gravity can cause initially parallel geodesics to deviate
closer together or further apart. Relative acceleration between free falling
test masses reveals the curvature of spacetime.
Consider some tight bundle of similar geodesics. Provided the distance (be-
tween points of equal affine parameter λ) from the central geodesic to some
other particular geodesic (distinguished by another parameter α) is small, it
can be well approximated by a vector ξ (to be described in terms of quantities
along the central geodesic only).
ξ = α
[
∂x(λ, α)
∂α
]
α=0
(2.22)
' x(λ, α)− x(λ, 0)
The relative acceleration is the second covariant derivative of ξ in the direc-
tion (v = ∂x/∂λ) of the central (α = 0) geodesic. Note v(λ, α) everywhere
satisfies the geodesic equation (2.21).
∇v (∇v ξ) = ∇v (∇ξ v) since Γcab = Γc ba and ∂vξb =
∂2xb
∂α ∂λ
= ∇ξ∇v v +∇v∇ξ v −∇ξ∇v v
= 0 + (∇v∇ξ −∇ξ∇v) (v) (2.23)
9except for choice of affine parameterisation
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∴ ∇v∇v ξ +R(v, ξ) (v) = 0 (2.24)
When expressed (2.25) in a chart coordinate system, components of the Rie-
mann curvature tensor R depend on second order (and lower) derivatives of
the metric tensor components.
R = Rabcd ea ⊗ ωb ⊗ ωc ⊗ ωd
Rabcd = ∂cΓ
a
bd − ∂bΓacd + ΓγbdΓaγc − ΓγcdΓaγb (2.25)
2.3.2 Mass-Energy and the Curvature of Space
The Einstein field equation is the physical constraint upon a manifold in
General Relativity Theory.
Rkakb −
1
2
(
gijRkikj
)
gab =
8piG
c4
Tab (2.26)
Defining the Einstein tensor (Gab as the left hand side of (2.26)) and choosing
geometric units (such that the speed of light c and the gravitational constant
G are unity), the Einstein equation (2.27) compactly specifies the relation be-
tween the curvature of spacetime and the distribution of mass-energy (given
by the stress-energy tensor Tab, which in vacuum is zero).
Gab = 8piTab (2.27)
Note that to compute the geodesic path of a massive object, its impact on
the metric (and even the topology of spacetime) must also be considered.
Consequently (for example) it is very difficult to simulate the final in-spiral
of a two similar-mass black holes. Normally all observers, test masses and
photon energies are assumed to be negligible to the pre-existing curvature of
a spacetime.
2.3.3 Kinematics
Classically, both energy and (three-dimensional) momentum are always con-
served. In relativity theory these are combined into a single locally conserved
quantity, four-momentum [6].
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The four-momentum vector points in the direction of the particle’s motion
through the manifold. For a free particle the four-momentum is proportional
(by some real constant k) to the tangent vector to its geodesic path x(λ).
P = k
∂x
∂λ
The mass-energy of a particle is the purely timelike component of four-
momentum.
E = < P, vˆ >
For material particles, k (and the four-momentum magnitude) is propor-
tional to rest mass. Observers with different reference systems (different unit
timelike vectors vˆ) will differ in measuring mass-energy according to their
relative kinetic energy.
For light particles (photons), the observed mass-energy is proportional to
frequency (E = hf where h is Planck’s constant) and differing measurements
amount to Doppler shifts.
2.4 Visualisation Methods
Visualisations can be powerful tools for communicating the important fea-
tures of various solutions to General Relativity Theory.
2.4.1 Diagrams
Diagrams are generally used to communicate the topological features and
global structure of a spacetimes.
Embedding Diagrams illustrate how a thin slice of a manifold may be em-
bedded in real space. These diagrams appear intuitive and can communicate
important topological features of a spacetime. However embedding diagrams
are easily misinterpreted; the classic wormhole solution, which to an observer
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would appear as a spherically symmetric ’bubble’, is often instead illustrated
(based on its usual embedding diagram) as actually appearing like a tunnel.
Penrose diagrams are used to illustrate the complete extent of a spacetime,
completely suppressing some coordinates of each chart.
2.4.2 Perspectives
It is important to know how various solutions of General Relativity would
appear to observers within the concerned spacetime.
Given a formula for the angular deflection of photons in a spacetime, com-
pared to in flat space, images can quickly be computed showing how familiar
scenes might appear if viewed from particular spacetimes. The downside
of these “image based” methods is that a new formula must be produced
analytically for each spacetime one is interested in studying.
The high degree of symmetry inherent to the construction of many known
spacetimes can also be used to simplify production of images. For example,
since the Schwarzschild spacetime is spherically symmetric, its complete op-
tical appearance can be reconstructed by determining only how light rays in
the equatorial plane are deflected. Again, this is completely dependent on
analytical information about the spacetime geometry.
2.4.3 Geodesic Tracing
If we determine photon deflection by explicitly integrating the geodesic equa-
tion, then the same technique can be applied on completely different space-
times. The difficulty with this concept is actually performing the geodesic
integration. General spacetimes may require large numbers of different in-
terconnected coordinate charts, and standard ODE solving software can only
operate in a single coordinate system.
Chapter 3
GRworkbench
3.1 Introduction
GRworkbench is intended as a general purpose tool, to facilitate ground-
breaking research. It is primarily a visualisation tool for illustrating
(typically) four-dimensional spacetimes, through a two-dimensional display
(“hyper-shadowing”). GRworkbench can visualise the paths of geodesics on
any chart or manifold for which metric functions are known, transparently
switching to alternate charts whenever the edge of one chart is reached.
Other aspects, such as important surfaces or contours, can also be explored
and inspected in detail.
GRworkbench is a project still undergoing further development at the Aus-
tralian National University. Currently it consists of approximately 10, 000
lines of C++ code. This raytracing project exploits the versatility of GR-
workbench for integrating geodesics across any spacetime.
3.2 Programming Techniques
GRworkbench employs many innovative programming techniques, allowing
the source code to mirror the relevant mathematical concepts in function and
form. The following sections introduce basic C++ concepts widely used in
GRworkbench.
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Figure 3.1: Typical visualisation by GRworkbench. Null geodesics have been
integrated in the vincinity of a Schwarzschild black hole. Note the geodesics
are only deflected significantly while very close (e.g. within a few Scwarzschild
radii) to the black hole
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3.2.1 Variables, Functions and Pointers
The common types of basic variables defined in C++ are integers (type int)
and double precision real numbers (type double). Note that not all real
numbers can be perfectly represented by these types (just as 0.3333, base 10,
does not perfectly represent 1
3
).
Before using a variable it must be declared (so that the compiler knows what
the name refers to and so the program will reserve space in the computer’s
memory) and initialised to some value.
Functions must also be declared before use. This involves writing the type
of output, the name, and the type of input used by the function. The dec-
laration “signature” describes how other parts of a program may use the
function. The function can be defined (specifying the exact algorithm of the
function’s behaviour) at some later point.
Other basic variable types include references and pointers. Rather than stor-
ing numerical data directly, these are used to store addresses to parts of the
computer’s memory (ie. to locations where other data is stored). These
can be used to prevent functions needing multiple copies made of the same
information.
3.2.2 Classes
Classes are the fundamental unit of modern object-oriented programming;
they allow complex collections of data to be encapsulated and treated more
simply as a single object.
For example, rather than communicating an ordered sequence of coordinate
numbers (and a pointer to a chart) to every function that deals with positions
on the manifold, this data is aggregated in a “point” class (section 3.3.5).
Such functions will have reduced complexity by use of this class, and hence
are less likely to contain mistakes.
3.2.3 Methods
In addition to grouping conceptually related variables together, a class should
also encapsulate the methods used to manipulate those variables. These
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functions are declared inside of the class definition, and accessed in the same
way as class variables.
Classes are divided into parts that can be accessed at any time (ie. public)
and parts that can only be accessed by other members of the class (ie. pri-
vate). This prevents accidental misuse occurring elsewhere in the software.
The core implementation of a class can safely be rewritten provided that the
public members continue to behave in the same way.
3.2.4 Creation and Destruction
Creation operators are methods with the same name as a class. When the
program tries to create a new instance of a particular class, the corresponding
creation operator will execute. This method can accept parameters (like
other functions) and is intended to initialise the values of internal variables.
Similarly, the destruction operator (with the same name as the class but
preceded by a tilde, ˜) will execute when an instance of the class is no longer
used by the program (ie. passes out of scope).
These methods are particularly important for memory management. For
example, the nvector creator must allocate enough memory (on the heap) to
store each of its elements, and the destructor must release that exact area of
memory back to the operating system. A memory leak (whereby the program
gradually consumes all available memory, then fails) would occur if not all
memory used by that nvector were released. Conversely, if extra memory
(that could still be in use) is released for reassignment, the program will fail
unpredictably. Memory management can be complicated but is an important
task, so concealing the relevant code inside of a class (where it is executed
automatically and transparently) can avoid potential “bugs” elsewhere.
3.2.5 Operator Overloading
It is possible to redefine (“overload”) the way in which operators (e.g. +, −, ∗,
etc) behave in C++. By defining the action of operators on a class, instances
of the class can be manipulated as though they were simple numbers.
For example, the nvector class exists not only to store sets of numbers, but
also so that these sets can be treated (e.g. subtracted, multiplied by scalars,
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multiplied to produce an inner product, etc) like the mathematical concept
of a vector.
3.2.6 Inheritance
Different instances of a class usually have different values in the variables
they contain. It is also sometimes desirable (or necessary) to have different
algorithms in the methods they contain.
Given some “base” (or “parent”) class, a “child” class can be derived. The
child class inherits all the same members of its parent, but new members may
be added and existing methods may be redefined. If a method is redefined
it must still retain the same signature (e.g. return the same type of data
as its parent would), hence instances of a child class can be passed to (and
manipulated by) functions that are expecting an instance of the base class.
Virtual base classes are classes declared only for the purposes of deriving new
classes from. Virtual classes contain virtual methods for which the signature
is declared but no algorithm is defined (rather, the algorithms are defined
only by the various children classes). It is impossible to create an instance of
a virtual class, but functions can still be written expecting data of a virtual
base class type.
For example, the raytracer class requires an object that behaves like a sky
class (though no actual instances of this base class exist). The raytracer
is then supplied different specific child classes in order to calculate images
under the sky of specific spacetimes.
3.2.7 Templates
Templates are frequently used so that a single C++ algorithm can be used
with any type of variable. For example, this is used by the nvector class
(section 3.3.1).
3.2.8 Functional Programming
If a complex class overloads the parenthesis operator, it can behave not only
as a simple variable but as a simple function. By using this technique the
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raytracer class is also function for transforming window coordinates to ray
objects.
In fact it is possible to store any function like a variable, pass functions as
arguments to other functions, and create new functions in terms of existing
functions.
3.3 Implementation of Differential Geometry
3.3.1 Coordinates
Numerical tools deal not in abstract points but in coordinates. GRworkbench
represents sets of coordinates using a class object named nvector.
Each nvector could contain arbitrarily many numbers and so must keep count
of its own dimension, managing the correct amount of space in which to store
its elements.
Mathematically the nvector behaves as an ordinary vector; attempting to add
two nvectors together (as though they were ordinary numbers) automatically
invokes an addition method contained within the class (which in turn sums
the corresponding entries of the two nvectors). This is operator overloading.
The code for the nvector class does not specify which type of data it contains,
but is instead a template. Here C++ templates allow the the same code to
be used for creating sets of real coordinates (nvector<double>), of integers
(nvector<int>), or even of other nvector objects (e.g. nvector<nvector<
double> >).
3.3.2 Differentiation
By the nature of differential geometry, the gradients of functions (such as
the metric) are frequently required. Theses are computed using automatic
differentiation, a technique that is fast and gives the best possible accuracy.
First order differentiation is implemented using the “differential <double
>” class, which stores a value (type double) and a gradient(type nvector
<double>). By overloading all mathematical operators and basic (e.g.
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trigonometric) functions, the differential keeps track of its own gradient while
it is being used. For example, if some function multiplies one differential (V )
by another (U) then the overloaded multiplication operator is automatically
invoked, performing ordinary multiplication on the value components but
also algebraically computing the gradient component (V ·U ′ + V ′ ·U) of the
result.
3.3.3 Charts
The important element of the chart concept is that metric components are
defined only for every point in the chart’s domain. GRworkbench represents a
chart as a function that takes any set of coordinates in Rn. The function then
indicates whether or not those coordinates correspond (on that particular
chart) to a valid point on the manifold, and if so then the function also
returns the tensor components (an n×n matrix) of the manifold’s metric at
that point on that chart.
typedef funct ion<opt iona l<nvector<nvector<d i f f e r e n t i a l <
double> > > > ( const nvector<d i f f e r e n t i a l <double>
>&)> chart ;
Note the numbers used by a chart in GRworkbench are themselves not simple
real numbers (e.g. type double) but are instead of the complex data type
(viz. differential <double>) which automatically computes its own gradi-
ent. The resulting derivatives of the metric components are frequently used
to calculate the components of the Christoffel symbols. Soon this chart defi-
nition may be templatised so as to accept any data type, specifically to permit
a data type that calculates its own second derivative (which is necessary to
produce the Riemann tensor components).
GRworkbench maintains an atlas (named “charts”) on which inbuilt numer-
ical operations may occur. In addition to inserting each required chart into
this atlas, it is necessary to define the relationships between them (section
3.3.4).
An optional class behaves both as a boolean and a pointer. If the calculation
succeeded, the evaluation of the optional will return true and the optional
may also be treated as a pointer to the result (ie. the dereference operator ∗
will return a shared ptr<nvector>). Otherwise the optional will evaluate as
false (and point nowhere).
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Figure 3.2: Inter-chart Maps
typedef funct ion<opt iona l<nvector<d i f f e r e n t i a l <double ,
nvector<double> > > >(const nvector<d i f f e r e n t i a l <
double , nvector<double> > >&)> i n t e r char t map ;
Figure 3.3: GRworkbench representation of an inter-chart map
3.3.4 Inter-chart Maps
The topology of a manifold cannot generally be described using only a single
chart. Each individual chart is (by definition) topologically equivalent to flat
space; it is the manner in which the complete set of charts connect to (or
overlap) one another that is pivotal.
There is no general way to directly specify which part of a manifold is covered
by a particular chart, since positions can not be specified concretely except in
terms of their coordinates on other charts. In Figure 3.2 we cannot manifestly
express the function ϕA (or ϕ
−1
B ) individually, but we can explicitly program
the function ϕA ◦ ϕ−1B (because both its range and domain are sets of real
numbers).
For each set of overlapping charts used to cover some spacetime, the two
applicable inter-chart maps1 (of form defined in Figure 3.3) should be added
(in conjunction with pointers to the relevent charts) to the list GRworkbench
uses for automatically determining point and tangent vector coordinates (sec-
tion 3.3.5). Thus, the full topology of the spacetime is recovered.
1i.e. both ϕA ◦ ϕ−1B and ϕB ◦ ϕ−1A .
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3.3.5 Points and Tangent Vectors
GRworkbench aims to use points and tangent vectors independently of their
coordinate representation.
Points are instantiated in terms of a particular chart and some coordinates
valid for that chart, however the point class can later return its coordinates
on any chart provided a valid inter-chart map has been loaded.
Similarly, the tangent vector class stores the point specifying which tangent
space it belongs to, and a set of components representing the vector in the
coordinate basis of a particular chart. Given another chart it attempts to
calculate its coordinates in the corresponding basis.
Charts often cover separate and disjoint regions of a manifold; it may be
impossible to express a point (or tangent vector) in the coordinates of some
given chart. To indicate this, these classes return optional results. Software
will fail if it blindly assumes the results exist.
class point
{
. . .
po int ( const shared ptr<chart>&, const nvector<double
>&);
const opt iona l<nvector<double> > operator [ ] ( const
shared ptr<chart>&) const ;
}
class t angent vec to r
{
. . .
t angent vec to r ( const shared ptr<point>&, const
shared ptr<chart>&, const nvector<double>&);
const opt iona l<nvector<double> >& operator [ ] ( const
shared ptr<chart>&) const ;
}
3.3.6 Geodesics
The geodesic equation on any chart is reduced to a system of first order
Ordinary Differential Equations.
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(3.1)
These are solved using a standard ODE solver algorithm with careful im-
plementation. Most ODE solvers do not evaluate the gradient function at
the integration endpoint, but doing so is necessary2 to check whether the
endpoint is a valid coordinate on the chart (validity is indicated if Γµαβ can
successfully be computed from the metric).
Currently GRworkbench uses an implementation of the Bulirsch-Sto¨er
method. The principle of the algorithm is to make a sequence of increas-
ingly better estimates of where a step leads, then extrapolate from these
estimates to where the best estimate should be. This method is efficient for
integrating geodesics in large steps.
A major feature of GRworkbench is that when integration fails to complete
on one chart, it will not only try smaller steps but also automatically scan
the interchart map list and attempt to continue integration in coordinates of
any overlapping chart.
These details of numerical integration and coordinate charts are irrelevant,
and hence hidden, during normal use of geodesics. Instances of the geodesic
class are created from a tangent vector and then operate on different affine
parameter values to return, if possible, corresponding pointers to new tangent
vectors.
class geode s i c
{
. . .
g e ode s i c ( const t angent vec to r&) ;
opt iona l<shared ptr<tangent vector> > operator ( ) (
const double&) const ;
}
2and has now been implemented.
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3.4 Lax Interface
Previously GRworkbench could be controlled using a graphical interface, but
this has since been replaced with a command line interface which interprets
“Lax” commands. This permits the user to undertake more complex tasks
(without recompiling GRworkbench).
Lax is “lazily evaluated” functional language, and is unique to GRworkbench.
It is based on combinatory logic, the concept that all algorithms can be
expressed purely in terms of S and K combinators (defined such that Kxy ≡
x and Sfgx ≡ fx(gx)), but Lax also allows access to various GRworkbench
functions.
Lax aims to be a simple interpreted (rather than pre-compiled) programming
language. In theory this should assist efficient use of GRworkbench, but in
practice it is normally more efficient to directly manipulate (and recompile)
the C++ source code of GRworkbench. The Lax language is an experimen-
tal project which currently neither supports commenting nor provides help
locating syntax errors; it is very difficult to manage large projects in Lax
code.
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Chapter 4
General Relativistic Raytracing
The aim of General Relativistic Raytracing is to correctly duplicate any pho-
tograph that an observer could take in a known spacetime of GR Theory.
4.1 Camera
Raytracing begins at the camera. Before tracing any ray, the position (sec-
tion 4.1.1) and nature (section 4.1.2) of the camera must be considered.
These determine appropriate initial directions (section 4.1.3) from which to
integrate (section 4.2) the geodesic equation (an “initial value problem”).
4.1.1 Vantage
In order to take a still image from the perspective of an observer within the
manifold, that observer’s complexion or viewpoint must first be described.
Classically, the viewpoint seen in a photo might be completely described by
knowing where the photographer was positioned (and the time the photo was
taken), the direction the camera was facing, and which way up the camera
was held. Relativistically, observers with different velocities would still obtain
different images.
The observer’s position, in space and time, is implicitly contained within
the tangent vectors from the event where the image is taken. The raytracer
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class uses an ordered set of four orthonormal tangent vectors to describe the
observer’s viewpoint. These are the timelike direction of the observer’s world
line, and three orthogonal spacelike directions indicating where the observer
is facing, which way is “up” and which way is “left”.
Usually (e.g. classically and also in many possible spacetimes) the direction
corresponding to left (versus right) could be found from the (n − 1) other
vectors (assuming the chirality of the charts is known). In general however
the manifold may not be orientable. For example, there is no way to define
left and right continuously over the surface of a Mo¨bius strip or Klein bottle.
4.1.2 Hardware
The resolution of the desired image (e.g. 800×600 pixels, 0.5MP1) and the
field of view (e.g. 30 degrees) must also be input to the raytracer. This is
equivalent to specifying lens type and film size (or CCD sensor resolution).
Resolution is used to define the scale of the Cartesian coordinate system used
for identifying different points across a photograph (or different positions on
the surface of a window through which the observer is looking, Figure 4.1). It
is normally assumed to measure the total number of resolvable points along
the height (and/or width) of the desired image.
For some displays it may be necessary to specify the desired aspect ratio. For
most purposes this ratio is unity as the physical ratio of most displays (viz.
4:3 for CRT monitors2) is already matched by the typical monitor resolutions
(e.g. 1024×768) to avoid non-square pixels.
4.1.3 Null Tangent Vectors
Consider a spacelike vector from the center of a (pinhole) aperture to some
position on a photosensitive film. This is also equivalent to a vector between
an observer and some position on a nearby view-window (Figure 4.1). Note
such a vector can be well defined only because the distances involved are
1Megapixels.
2note 4/3 (unlike 4.0/3.0) evaluates as unity in C++; integer operations return integer
results.
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Figure 4.1: The spacelike projection of a light ray (observed coming from
some coordinate on the nearby window) in terms of the local Lorentz frame.
The center of the window is taken to be unit distance from the observer.
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small compared to the curvature of spacetime, otherwise geodesics between
these points would need to be considered.
Let the local Lorentz frame be described with a basis of orthogonal tangent
vectors, (dt,dx,dy,dz). In particular dt represents time to the observer
and dz is normal to the centre of the view-window (assume the observer is
positioned to face the centre of this window).
The (spacelike) direction to the observer from some spot (specified by x and
y) on the window is u = xdx + ydy + dz. We normalise this vector then
add the observer’s time vector, creating v = normalise(u) + dt. Clearly
this vector v has null magnitude, therefore all observers at that point in the
spacetime will agree it represents a direction in which photons can travel.
The projection of v into the spacelike volume of our particular observer’s
basis is clearly colinear with u (and the projection of v onto our observer’s
timelike axis is unity); the observer interprets v as tangent to the path of
(unit energy) photons coming through the spot (x, y) on the view-window.
By tracing back the geodesic from this tangent vector, the appearance of this
spot on the observers window will be found.
4.1.4 Raytracer Class
The camera is represented using the raytracer class. New instances of this
class are created to represent each individual photograph taken in any man-
ifold. The function of this class is to calculate and return the null ray (as
described in section 4.2.7) representing any particular set of view-window
coordinates.
4.2 Reaching for the Sky
This raytracer is intended for use with asymptotically flat spacetimes. These
are manifolds for which the metric always approaches that of Minkowski space
in the limit far from the origin, although there may be non-zero curvature at
every finite point.
The presence of curvature in a spacetime does not create light but can re-
distribute background radiation. Observers of a disturbance in an otherwise
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flat spacetime will percieve distortions in the appearance of background stars
and constellations.
Given the tangent vector of a light ray, it is necessary to know where the
ray geodesic originated in order to deduce what photons the observer would
have measured.
4.2.1 Stellar Observers
An observer’s inertial frame of reference is generally only valid at a single
point (or along one timelike line) on the manifold. In flat space this inertial
frame can be extended. Different observers can ascertain (e.g. by commu-
nication of light pulses) whether they are stationary with respect to one
another, and if so they can synchronise their clocks to define a consistent no-
tion of simultaneity. Co-stationary observers can similarly synchronise their
compases (or rather, their gyroscopes) to uniformly define direction (across
geometrically flat space).
Far beyond any gravitational distortion, where space is again (sufficiently)
flat, a set of observers can define the “stellar inertial frame”. In this frame the
appearance of distant stars and constellations is (sufficiently) well defined;
the source of a photon can immediately be determined (up to the boundary
of the inertial frame) regardless of where in this frame it is measured.
After defining such a set of stellar observers in some spacetime, and specifying
how the distant constellations appear to the stellar observers, the appearance
of the sky to an observer in curved spacetime can be known. Geodesics
observed in the curved region need only be traced far enough to determine
their position and momentum in the stellar inertial frame.
4.2.2 Celestial Sphere
Early astronomers imagined that the stars occupied fixed positions on an im-
mense sphere (or dome) around the Earth (beyond the moon and planets).
Every star may then be specified completely by declination (Θ) and right
ascension (Φ) coordinates on the sky or celestial surface (analogous to lati-
tude and longitude coordinates on Earth). This model is now known to be
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incorrect from experiments detecting parallax; the apparent (Θ,Φ) positions
of stars at varying radii do shift slightly when observed from different points
in the solar system.
The closest stars beyond the solar system are parsecs away; observations an
astronomical unit (1AU, the orbital radius of the Earth) apart will not give
stellar parallax angles greater than an arcsecond [7]. A typical photograph
(e.g. 30 degree field of view and megapixel resolution) only has arcminute
precision (30◦ ÷√106).
For the manifolds in which we are interested, assuming the distance to the
background stars is much larger than the length scales on which spacetime
is strongly warped or traversed by observers, the celestial sphere model is an
excellent approximation. Null geodesics can simply be traced with increasing
affine parameter until they reach the radius of the celestial sphere, at which
point the geodesic (Θ,Φ) position is used to determine from which star or
constellation the photons originated.
Ideally the celestial sphere would have infinite radius but, since GRworkbench
can only integrate the geodesic equation to finite affine parameter values,
pragmatically it is necessary to select a finite radius. The chosen radius
must be large enough to accurately predict the asymptotic directions of the
geodesics (that is, large enough that all observed geodesics have negligible
non-radial components at that distance), but an excessive radius will decrease
performance and may also encourage numerical errors to accumulate.
4.2.3 Minkowski Exterior
The basic celestial sphere method only considers the position of the geodesic
after integration. The next order approximation is to also consider the
geodesic’s final direction tangent vector (rather than assuming it is purely ra-
dial). This calculation of sky coordinates, from the direction of the geodesic’s
tangent at a selected “Celestial” radius, is equivalent to assuming that the
spacetime is perfectly flat (viz. Minkowski space) beyond the selected radius.
This is reasonable for asymptotically flat spacetimes.
In a flat spacetime it is straightforward to express the direction of a nor-
malised and purely spacelike vector vˆ as (Θ,Φ) sky coordinates. Declination
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Figure 4.2: Declination of a tangent vector
is the component in the direction (zˆ) to the north star, while the normalised
orthogonal (ie. equatorial) component vˆ⊥zˆ determines right ascension.
Using orthonormal spherical polar coordinates (t, r, θ, φ), Figure 4.2, the re-
sult is equations (4.1) where piθ and piφ represents the current (θ and φ)
position in coordinates, and tan−1∗ accounts fully for the seperate sign of
numerator and denominator.
zˆ = cos(piθ) rˆ− sin(piθ) θˆ ,
Θsky = vˆ · zˆ ,
Φsky = piφ + tan
−1
∗
vˆ⊥zˆ · φˆ
vˆ⊥zˆ · rˆ . (4.1)
Integration of the geodesic equation (3.1) to determine position coordinates
will also automatically provide tangent vectors, and the extra computation
of sky coordinates is negligible compared with the processing cost of the inte-
gration, so this method does not decrease performance. Indeed the selected
radius (to which geodesics are integrated) need only be large enough that
spacetime is approximately flat outside, not so large as to approximate ob-
served geodesics as radial, so this method can produce the necessary accuracy
from a shorter integration.
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4.2.4 Sky Class
Estimation of a geodesic’s asymptotic coordinates is specific to different
spacetimes and charts. Equations (4.1) are specific to spherical polar co-
ordinate systems; different equations would be optimal in asymptotically
cylindrical (or Cartesian) coordinate charts. In spacetimes undulated by
gravitational waves it may be better to calculate estimates only from the
position of the geodesics, rather than the tangent direction, just as gradient
measurements do not give the best prediction of where sin x
2
x
converges.
The sky class exists to encapsulate everything specific to a particular space-
time, so that the raytracer code can be applied for any spacetime. The sky
object should automatically load the necessary charts into GRworkbench’s
atlas, and provide a method to estimate the sky coordinates.
class sky
{
public :
virtual double ambiguity ( opt iona l<shared ptr<
tangent vector> >) = 0 ;
virtual skycoords coo rd ina t e s ( opt iona l<shared ptr<
tangent vector> >) = 0 ;
virtual shared ptr<chart> d e f a u l t c h a r t ( ) = 0 ;
} ;
This base class describes the interface that the raytracer assumes from any
sky object.
4.2.5 Integration to Particular Coordinates
The celestial sphere or Minkowski exterior methods depend on the values
of the geodesic equation at a selected radius, however this is not trivial to
obtain.
The geodesic equation must be integrated in terms of affine parameter rather
than radius coordinate. General null geodesics are not monotonic in any
spatial coordinate; in regions of strong spacetime curvature geodesics may
cross some radii arbitrarily many times, and so cannot be expressed as a
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simple function of radius. However if spacetime is approximately flat outside
the selected radius then a light ray will not intersect the sphere more than
once from each side.
By integrating an escaping geodesic (beginning from a point within the se-
lected radius) in large steps of affine parameter parameter, a point can be
found where the geodesic is outside of the selected radius. Different algo-
rithms such as “Newton’s Method” or a binary “divide and conquer” search
could be employed to determine the position of the geodesic exactly (within
the limits of numerical precision) when it intersects the selected radius, how-
ever such a search would be computationally expensive.
Since the aim is to determine the final asymptotic coordinates of the geodesic,
it makes sense to estimate sky coordinates from (in affine parameter) the
furtherest known point (rather than wasting those extra integration compu-
tations). However there is a risk of artificial visual artifacts resulting from
inconsistancies in the radius where estimates are calculated. These artifacts
would be most obvious for significantly non-radial rays in the celestial sphere
model, but should not be significant in the Minkowski exterior model (pro-
vided the selection of exterior radius is not unreasonably small).
Internally the ODE solver already integrates geodesics in (automatically ad-
justed) steps. For consistancy in determining final coordinates, the geodesic
coordinates should be checked after intervals which will be small compared
to the selected radius. However, if this interval becomes excessively small
then performance of the ODE solver will be restricted (and hence raytracing
will take longer).
4.2.6 Event Horizons
Some geodesics will never escape to the celestial sphere. Around a black
hole many geodesics will intersect the event horizon, within a finite affine
parameter. Photons would require infinite time, according to an external
observer, to emerge from a black hole. As discussed in section 5.1, geodesics
propogating from the black hole to an external observer will not be carrying
any photons.
The simplest method to detect geodesics crossing the event horizon is to
omit interior charts from the atlas used by GRworkbench. If integration fails
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to reach a particular affine parameter value then there are no photons to
consider.
A few geodesics orbit the black hole some very large (not necessarily finite)
number of times, and may or may not eventually escape. Since the geodesic
can only be integrated to finite parameters, it is necessary to “give up” at
some point. It is assumed that no photons will be observed from geodesics
that continue to orbit without escaping before the chosen maximum integra-
tion parameter. This is physically reasonable as such geodesics will only be
observed very close (in angular terms) to geodesics from the event horizon.
A more detailed model may consider external matter, and how photons that
closely orbit some body are more likely to be scattered or attenuated by dust
particles.
4.2.7 Ray Class
The ray class exists to determine the original sky coordinates of a null
geodesic. The sky and the tangent vector to a null geodesic must be specified
to instantiate a ray.
class ray
{
. . .
public :
ray ( shared ptr<sky>, t angent vec to r ) ;
friend std : : ostream& operator<<(std : : ostream&, ray ) ;
} ;
When the class is sent directly to an output stream (std :: ostream), it checks
that the corresponding geodesic has been integrated far enough back in
time to estimate original coordinates. These coordinates, a radius coordi-
nate (used for post-checking how far the ray was integrated) and an energy
component (see section 4.3) are printed to the output.
4.3 Colour
From section 2.3.3, the observed energy of a photon is proportional to the
timelike component of the corresponding null tangent vector. By comparing
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the timelike component observed by the camera with the timelike component
observed by distant stellar observers, the frequency shifts of all stellar photons
at the camera are determined, and the colour incident on the camera is then
known from the initial spectrum of that particular stellar source.
Colour shifts can be attributed to three factors: momentum transfer, gravi-
tational potential and observer velocity.
If a distant light source is directed at a black hole, it is possible for photons
to orbit and then return in space to their source. The initial direction of the
photons is essentially opposite to the direction they are heading towards on
return; the photons return with significantly altered (reversed) momentum.
Global momentum conservation implies a compensating change in the mo-
mentum of the black hole (accelerating it away from the light source); energy
conservation demands that this kinetic energy be paid for by the photons.
The mass-energy of a photon is incomparable to that of any massive astro-
nomical body, hence the fractional redshift related to momentum transfer is
correspondingly negligible. This is fortunate as calculations in GRworkbench
can not exhibit such a redshift; it is by assuming that observers and pho-
tons are neglegible to the geometry of spacetime that we are able to describe
their paths as geodesics of the pre-existing manifold and without vastly more
complex multi-body solutions to the Einstein field equation3.
Clocks closer to a black hole will run slower due to time dilation, causing
observers there to perceive starlight as having a higher frequency than when
measured elsewhere. This effect depends not on the path taken by the pho-
ton, only the relative gravitational potential of the observer to the stellar
sources, affecting the entire sky uniformly.
Different observers at the same event will differ in measuring the colour of
a particular light ray, according to their own velocities. This is simply a
(known) special relativistic transformation on the plenoptic function at that
event.
The plenoptic function describes the light intensity in each direction, wave-
length and polarisation, as could be measured by a particular observer at a
particular event. The plenoptic function for a second observer at that event
3Indeed the fundamental concept of an observer implies that the pre-existing system
will not be altered or destroyed.
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may be written purely in terms of the first plenoptic function and the rel-
ative velocity. These observers will perceive the sky differently but, since
the velocity of the observer doesn’t change which photons are already at an
event, no new visual information will be obtained.
Currently, the raytracer provides all necessary data to determine colour shifts,
but this is not used by the post-processor (that is, final images are do not
currently include colour shift effects). Implementing this final step would
require the complete spectrum of the sky to be known or approximated.
Such a spectrum might be estimated using an infra-red image of the sky in
conjunction with colour images, or by using just the three wavelength bands
of a colour image to fit a black body spectrum to each point on the sky.
4.4 Intensity
The number of photons received from a constellation by an observer in a
curved spacetime is not simply the same as the number of photons that an
observer in flat space would have received from the same constellation.
Light can orbit a black hole arbitrarily many times without infalling, allowing
observers in the Schwarschild spacetime to see infinitely many images of every
star in the sky. Each image must contribute successively less flux so as not
to result in infinite total brightness.
4.4.1 Finite Aperture
To correctly calculate intensity, the observer can no longer be treated as
using a perfect pinpoint camera. Indeed, no flux will be transmitted through
an aperture of zero area; the finite aperture of a physical camera (or an eye)
must be taken into consideration. Perfect optics will otherwise be assumed
such that all light striking the aperture from a single direction is focussed
onto a single point of the image (which is reasonable since no other object
will appear close to the camera, relative to the camera’s size).
Stars and other stellar sources will generally radiate equally in every direc-
tion. Assuming the interstellar medium does not absorb (or amplify) this
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light, the measured brightness depends on the solid angle of the light source
subtended by the camera aperture.
Solid angle is defined as the area projected onto a unit sphere. If some star
has total luminosity L and the aperture subtends a solid angle Ω, then (in
the stellar frame) LΩ/4pi solar power shines toward the camera’s film. The
energy measured by the camera will differ by a redshift factor, accounting for
the different measurement of wavelengths in the inertial frame of the camera.
In principle, intensities can be calculated by tracing sprays of geodesics (with
infinitesimally different directions) from each point on the sky (or celestial
sphere) to the vicinity of the observer (e.g. to the same affine length as was
required to trace from the observer to the sky). The ratios of solid angle (at
the star) to distance (at the observer) give the solid angle subtended by an
aperture.
This method is problematic as there is no guarantee that the spray of
geodesics will approach close to the observer. The geodesics of the spray can-
not be made travel in arbitrarily similar directions from the stellar surface.
Numerical precision places a limit on how similar may be the coordinates of
two non-identical tangent vectors, and if closest representable numbers are
used then rounding errors and numerical instability may be dominant. After
integrating the spray (to the affine parameter of the observer) it may not
always be possible to express endpoints of the geodesics on the same chart.
The natural approximation for the final separation of the geodesics is the
coordinate distance between their endpoints (on a single chart). This assumes
the points are close enough to describe with a single Lorentz inertial frame.
Generally, the distance should be measured by considering spacelike geodesics
that connect between the two points, although finding such geodesic paths
is an unreasonable computation.
4.4.2 Geodesic Deviation
Sprays of geodesics that do continue infinitesimally close to one another are
considered using the geodesic deviation equation (2.24).
d2ξα
dλ2
+ 2vγΓαµγ
dξµ
dλ
+ vβvδ
∂Γαβδ
∂xγ
ξγ = 0 (4.2)
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In coordinates, equation (4.2), the geodesic deviation equation dependends
on a partial derivative of the Christoffel symbol (∂γΓ
α
βδ). This term had not
previously been calculated by GRworkbench.
GRworkbench is supplied an algorithm for calculating the values of the met-
ric, and can also determine first order partial derivatives of the metric by ap-
plying the same algorithm to objects of type differential <double> (rather
than to ordinary numbers).
The Christoffel symbols are explicitly calculated from first order partial
derivatives of the metric, and so the same method cannot yet determine
derivatives of the Christoffel symbols. The Riemann tensor components,
used by the geodesic deviation equation, require some method by which sec-
ond order partial derivatives of the metric can be calculated.
Ideally, GRworkbench should be able to compute the Riemann tensor com-
ponents and also arbitrarily higher order derivatives of any other important
quantity. Designing the optimal infrastructure is a significant scientific goal.
4.4.3 Conservation of Surface Brightness
Consider the light beam from a torch. Very close to the lamp the beam spans
a small area, but at each point in the beam there are photons travelling at
a wide range of angles. Far away from the torch the beam covers a large
area, but photons at nearby points will all be moving nearly parallel to one
another. If the torch beam is focussed back to a small area then the solid
angle of directions (across which various photons are travelling at any single
point) will again increase.
This exemplifies classical conservation of volume in phase (position and mo-
mentum) space. Phase volume is also conserved by bundles of null geodesics
(or even bundles of identical material particles) in general relativity, after
the energy shift of the particles is properly considered.
The bundle of all null geodesics that pass through a camera aperture to strike
a particular sensor area (or film grain) must have constant phase volume
everywhere on the manifold. The geometry of the camera (sensor area and
angle subtended, at this sensor, by the aperture) completely specifies the
phase volume of the bundle. The area of the celestial sphere intersected by
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this bundle (already known by tracing rays from the camera back to the sky)
now also determines the proportion of celestial photons belonging to this
bundle (the stellar solid angle subtended by the aperture).
As the proportion of photons observed from a particular star varies, the
apparent area (i.e. solid angle) subtended by the star also varies so that these
effects cancel (except for frequency shift). The observed surface intensity is
related to brightness at the star by (4.3), [13]. This result greatly simplifies
analytic calculations (e.g. [8]), and implies that if colour effects can be ignored
then there will be no change in intensity of the sky (i.e. simple resampling,
as in section 4.5.1, will give the correct result).
I =
B
4pi(1 + z)4
(4.3)
4.5 Developing Images
4.5.1 Which Rays to Trace?
Only a finite number of rays can be traced for each picture; the optimal choice
of rays should be considered. Since computer displays (and most printers)
divide all images into grids of individual (usually square) “pixel” units of
area, where each pixel has constant brightness and colour over its entire
area, the natural method is to trace a single ray for each pixel (colouring
each pixel area according to the ray incident on that pixel’s exact centre).
In a real camera the individual photosensitive units also each span an area,
and so the final colour will depend on the average properties of the whole set
of rays incident somewhere on the unit’s area. The above method is analo-
gous to collecting photosensitive chemicals into small grains, then dispersing
these grains onto an otherwise inert film, in a grid pattern such that their
separation is very large compared to their area.
This method only approximates the way real cameras function. In particular,
if a very small star corresponds to the exact centre of a pixel, then an oth-
erwise dark region of sky may be mistakenly represented with a brightly lit
pixel. Areas of the image may appear grainy, rather than properly averaged,
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particularly where large constellations are compressed into a small solid an-
gle. This may produce Moire´ pattern artifacts; the sampling frequency can
interfere with the background image.
A smoother (“anti-aliased”) effect may be obtained by instead only tracing
rays corresponding to the four corners of each pixel, and colouring the pixel
according to the average of these four data points. Since each pixel corner
(except along the edge of the image) is shared by four adjacent pixels, this
does not adversely impact the total number of rays that must be traced
(increasing from order n2 to n2 + 2n); only the interpretation of raytracer
data (by the post-processor, section 4.5.4) changes.
It is possible to trace (and average over) larger numbers of rays per pixel,
however this will dramatically increase the processing cost of raytracing for a
comparatively small improvement in the final image. Also, unless the position
of each ray (relative to the pixel) is chosen randomly, Moire´ patterns could
still occur in the resulting image.
There is a high degree of correlation between geodesics traced in similar
directions. Often all corners of a pixel will correspond to nearby points on
the background sky image; each square pixel will map to some area of the
background image. This area of the background can be approximated by the
quadrilateral with corners at the four known points, and the average colour
of this quadrilateral provides a good estimate of what colour the pixel should
take. Note that this massively increases post-processing complexity. This
is particularly true if equivalent accuracy is expected in all regions of the
background sky (taking the geometry and edges of the background sky map
fully into account).
The directional correlation of geodesics could be used to decrease the number
of rays that are traced. For example, images of Mandelbrot fractals are fre-
quently drawn using solid guessing algorithms. Like raytracing around black
holes, these fractals are drawn by tracing orbits (solutions to an initial value
problem4) to determine the position at which (if ever) they escape beyond
some radius. There is a similar correlation between orbits corresponding to
nearby points on the image. The solid guessing algorithm recursively divides
the image into smaller squares. If the points corresponding to all four corners
of some (potentially large) square return the same result (e.g. if none of the
4viz. Zn+1 = Z2n + C, rather than equation (2.21)
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four orbits escape to the celestial radius) then it is assumed that all points
within the square would also give the same result, so every pixel within that
entire solid area is coloured in the same manner. Alternatively, if not all
four points return the same result, then the square is subdivided into smaller
squares again (until squares as small as pixels are produced).
Solid guessing algorithms greatly improve performance (e.g. of those
geodesics which lead to some event horizon, the majority would not need
to be traced). The drawing of other parts of the image can also be sped up
by combination with some form of the quadrilateral method. For example,
if large areas of the image correspond to light rays that are insignificantly
deflected by the spacetime curvature then it is not necessary to explicitly
integrate each individual geodesic.
The obvious disadvantage of solid guessing is that the algorithms do some-
times make incorrect guesses, producing completely unacceptable images.
This potential is highly undesirable if attempting to study perspectives in
some previously uninvestigated spacetime. This project has employed only
the first method (each pixel coloured according to its central ray). Higher
quality images can also be produced by supersampling (ie. simply increasing
raytracing resolution, and down-scaling final images when necessary) with
no assumptions about the spacetime.
4.5.2 Integration with GRworkbench
Initially the raytracer was written as a “Lax builtin” function within GR-
workbench, so that raytracing could be initiated by a command at the Lax
command prompt of GRworkbench. However, this is not advantageous for
performing large raytracing tasks (without operator intervention) on comput-
ing clusters. In particular the graphics visualisation code and Lax libraries
were found to be a hindrance in porting the software to available machines.
To simplify use of the raytracer in various computing environments, the
source code was stripped of all unnecessary features (particularly the input
thread, Lax integration and visualisation code). This produced a completely
standalone raytracer executable, with faster startup and less potential for
complicated conflicts or incompatibilities. The raytracer is now effectively a
seperate program from GRworkbench, retaining only the source code that
deals with geodesic integration and Kerr charts.
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4.5.3 Background Constellation Image
Axel Mellinger’s All-Sky Milky Way Panorama image [12] was used as a back-
ground starfield. This image was created by stitching together a number of
sky photos taken at various terrestrial observatories (with specialised tech-
niques to remove various distortions). It represents the complete sky that
would be seen by an observer in our region of the Milky Way galaxy (but far
from our sun). a 300MB file equivalent to one hundred megapixel camera
resolution.
For creating lower resolution images, the high resolution panorama was scaled
down (to approximately 25 megapixel). This speeds up post-processing since
the sky image can be stored in a smaller amount of memory, and may also
create less grainy photos (a type of antialiasing effect).
4.5.4 Post-Processing
The raytracer outputs data describing the final coordinates for each observed
geodesic, but post-processing is necessary to convert this data into a visual
image. Post-processing is not as computationally intensive as geodesic inte-
gration, but far more memory and disk intensive. The entire panorama must
be loaded into memory, from where it will be randomly accessed. The data
representing frames from a short movie sequence will typically use gigabytes
of storage space.
Currently there is no requirement that the raytracer data be in any particular
order. This simplifies parallel tracing (not requiring the data to be sorted
afterwards), though requiring the entire image be loaded into memory (in
practice this is not a significant disadvantage).
The post-processor source code is given in Appendix B. The post-processing
is performed by a separate executable from the raytracer. In particular, this
allows different background sky images (or orientations) to be considered
without repeating integration of geodesics.
4.6 Distributed Computing
Calculating large numbers of geodesics is a time consuming process and it is
sensible to employ maximum available computing resources for the problem.
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4.6.1 Computer Cluster
The ACIGA5 Data Analysis Cluster, ADAC, was used for this project. ADAC
is intended for analysing data from the Laser Interferometer Gravitational
Wave Observatory (LIGO) installations (Washington and Louisiana, USA),
but has been out of operation (largely due to hardware failures) until midway
through this year.
ADAC consists of eight nodes in addition to one central server. The server
is a Dell Precision machine with dual XEON CPUs and 3GB of RAM. The
individual nodes are Dell M40 Workstations, each with a Pentium IV 2.2GHz
CPU and 512MB of RAM. The cluster is connected by a dedicated Gigabit
network. The Stateless Linux System has now been employed to ensure that
every node remains equivalently configured; all data (particularly each node’s
root filesystem) is stored on the central server.
The ADAC machines run the Fedora Core 4 Linux Operating System and
employ the GCC 4.0 Compiler. The Condor job distribution system is used
to manage various numerical research tasks across the cluster.
4.6.2 Condor
Condor is a system for managing high throughput computing. While high
performance computing environments can achieve very large numbers of in-
structions per second, high throughput refers to situations where the number
of instructions per month is more relevant. Condor is targetted for situations
where large amounts of computing power must be supplied to various jobs
over long periods of time, and each job can run independently of user input.
Jobs are submitted to ADAC from the central server (which can typically
be accessed remotely). They are queued to be executed on whichever nodes
become idle. The advantage of a job management system is that the work-
load is automatically distributed, utilising all available resources as necessary
and without requiring micromanagement by human operators. Once a node
finishes one job, it is immediately assigned to begin the next job from the
queue.
5Australian Consortium for Interferometric Gravitational Astronomy
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Condor has only limited support for multiple jobs to intercommunicate using
a standard message passing interface (namely MPICH). Ideally, Condor jobs
should each consist of a single process that does not need to communicate,
and furthermore, that is compiled to specifically incorporate Condor check-
pointing libraries. Checkpointing permits a process to be paused midway
(for example, if the node executing that job is needed for a higher priority
task) then continued later (possibly even on another machine) without losing
the progress already made.
Condor supports “vanilla” jobs which do not interact with one another and
also do not contain the checkpointing facilities; however, if a vanilla job is
evicted from some node then (whenever a node becomes available again) the
job must be restarted from the beginning. This is used for ordinary com-
mercial applications (for which source code may be unavailable) or software
that does not compile properly with the Condor libraries (as occurred with
GRworkbench and the raytracer code).
When ADAC functions properly the vanilla universe presents no limitation
as there is no cause to evict any job. The proper administration of such
computing systems is an important task; a minor configuration difference of
even a single node has been shown to be capable of drastically decreasing
performance of the entire cluster.
4.6.3 Raytracer Parallelisation
In order to speed performance of a single task, the task may be divided
into parts that execute in parallel on different nodes. The work should be
distributed evenly over whichever nodes are available; if any node becomes
idle (ie. completes all work that can be assigned to it) and has to wait while
other nodes still continue working, then the task will take longer to finish.
The task of producing an image consists of tracing a large number of rays.
The integration of one ray geodesic in GRworkbench does not depend on the
result of calculating any other ray; what order they are traced in is irrelevant,
so arbitrary division of these rays into any number of separate jobs is possible.
In principle each ray could be a seperate job. Since such jobs would be very
short, distribution by Condor would guarantee even utilisation of all machines
in the cluster (even if availability changes while the task is running) since
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no machine will require significant time to finish its final job after the job
queue is emptied. However, every job has a fixed overhead (e.g. of order a
second); it takes a finite time to detect that a node is idle, transmit a new
job description over the network and then load GRworkbench into memory
with updated parameters. It would be counterproductive to divide work into
units comparable to this overhead.
To minimise overhead the number of jobs should be reduced, to the number of
available nodes provided an equal division of workload is possible. Different
rays can require longer amounts of processing time to integrate. Light rays
that remain in comparitively flat space (far from strong spacetime distortion)
can usually be integrated much faster (as the ODE solver succeeds in taking
large steps).
Typically there is a strong directional correlation among observed geodesics;
rays observed at nearby angles will usually involve similar integration diffi-
culty. Hence the time required to render those geodesics that intersect one
complete vertical column of the observer’s window is approximately the same
as that which will be required to render an adjacent column.
for ( int x (0 + rank ) ; x < xre s ; x += max rank )
for ( int y (0) ; y < yre s ; ++y)
{ trace ray (x, y) }
This loop algorithm is used to iterate to each ray that needs tracing. It also
distributes rays evenly among nodes by dividing the workload into sets of
equally separated scanlines, based on the job’s unique process number (ie.
rank) and the total number of processes (ie. max rank).
4.6.4 Jobfile
ADAC’s central server is connected to the outside network so that data pro-
cessing tasks can be managed remotely (e.g. by secure shell interface). New
jobs are submitted to the server by using the condor-submit command in
conjunction with a submit description file.
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#// J o b f i l e f o r ray t ra c ing us ing 8 nodes s imu l t aneous l y
par t s = 8
executab l e = . / grwb
un ive r s e = v an i l l a
input = input . txt
output = $ ( proc e s s ) . out
e r r o r = $ ( proce s s ) . e r r
l og = log
arguments = $ ( proce s s ) $ ( par t s )
queue $ ( par t s )
The description file must specify which application to execute for each job,
and any other important details. A parts variable is defined here only for
convenience. The queue command instructs Condor as to how many jobs
(with the preceding details) are to be added to ADAC’s list for rendering.
Currently several parameters of the raytracer are explicitly determined in
the source code (e.g. which basic spacetime to use) and hence are already
compiled into the executable, but the most important (or frequently changed)
raytracing parameters (e.g. resolution, vantage point, spacetime qualities) are
input at runtime. Since no operator will be available to supply input at any
node’s terminal, a file must be specified from which input can be read.
Each instance of the raytracer must somehow obtain different input so as
not to reproduce the work being carried out by simultaneous jobs. Each
job should know the total number of parts into which the raytracing is being
divided, and also which number part it individually must complete. To avoid
requiring seperate input files to be maintained for every individual part of
the task, this extra information can be supplied among the command-line
arguments given to each job. Condor facilitates this, providing a process
variable by which these individual jobs are enumerated.
The job description must also specify where to file the program’s output and
Condor’s log of the time spent by the cluster. UNIX programs have two
seperate forms of output. Standard output will be used to record numerical
results only, otherwise error/log output will be used. Each seperate job is
given seperate output files to prevent mutual interference; output files can
be concatenated together afterwards (e.g. “cat ∗.out > output.txt”).
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4.7 Validation
Images produced by the raytracer are intended to be useful in research and
educational contexts, so it is crucial that the images are correct (or at least
accurate to the expected precision).
The raytracer is built upon GRworkbench and so is limited to the precision
with which GRworkbench manipulates points and tangent vectors, and in-
tegrates geodesic paths, on any particular spacetime. Numerical tolerances
are typically of order 10−7, [3]. The Kerr and Schwarzschild spacetimes, in
particular, have already been implemented, tested and validated in GRwork-
bench [4].
Any mistakes in raytracer-specific code will tend to present obvious defects
in images produced (e.g. wrong aspect ratio, abrupt discontinuities, missing
expected symmetries, incomplete images). The raytracer can easily be ver-
ified by comparing its output with other published results (see section 5.3).
The separation of all spacetime specific code into the sky classes is intended
to reduce the amount of retesting required when visualising new spacetimes.
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Chapter 5
Kerr Newman Spacetime
The raytracer was used to investigate the Kerr Newman spacetime. This
spacetime is important in astrophysics, but its optical appearance has not
widely been studied.
Kerr Newman geometry is the general axially symmetric and asymptotically
flat solution to the Einstein Field equations.
5.1 Metric
The Boyer-Lindquist chart metric, for the Kerr Newman geometry, is ex-
pressed (5.1) in terms of four coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) and three constants.
These constants correspond to the mass (M), electric charge (Q) and the
specific angular momentum (a ≡ J/M , where J is total angular momentum)
as would be measured by distant observers.
ds2 = −
(4
ρ2
)(
dt− a sin2θ dφ)2 + (ρ24
)
dr2
+ρ2 dθ2 +
sin2θ
ρ2
(
(r2 + a2) dφ− a dt)2 (5.1)
where 4 ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2 +Q2
ρ2 ≡ r2 + a2 cos θ
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Figure 5.1: Visualisation of near-critical Kerr spacetime by GRworkbench.
Surfaces indicate ergosphere and event horizon (the latter appears spherical).
The trajectory of a single test mass is illustrated.
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In the abscence of nonzero electric charge or angular momentum, this metric
reduces (5.2) to the Schwarzschild geometry.
ds2 = −4˜
r2
dt2 +
r2
4˜ dr
2 + r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2θ dφ2 (5.2)
where
4˜
r2
≡ 1− 2M
r
At distances much larger than the Schwarzschild radius (or in the limit of
zero mass), these metrics approach (neglecting a frame-dragging term pro-
portional to angular momentum) the spherical coordinates description of
Minkowski space (5.3). This simple interpretation of coordinates is a major
advantage of using the Boyer Lindquist charts.
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2θ dφ2 (5.3)
In order that these charts ascribe a unique manifold point to each coordinate
(of a set homeomorphic to R4, as per section 2.2.1 and in manner consistant
with ordinary spherical coordinates at distant radii), the range of θ and φ
coordinates is restricted (ie. 0 < φ < 2pi and 0 < θ < pi).
The Schwarschild metric (5.2) also clearly fails both when the r coordinate is
zero and at the Schwarzschild radius (rS ≡ 2M); Boyer-Lindquist coordinate
charts are not valid anywhere that 4 = 0. This corresponds to two radii
which are in fact event horizons, dividing the manifold into three separate1
regions2.
As the charge or angular momentum increase, these event horizons converge
closer together. At the critical point (where a2+Q2 = M2) there will only be
a single horizon (located where r = rS/2). If charge and angular momentum
could exceed criticality there would be no event horizon (“naked singularity”)
but this is prevented by the expectation that all physical solutions obey
inequality (5.4).
M2 ≥ a2 +Q2 (5.4)
1Distinct charts must be used for each region.
2I. exterior, II. between horizons, III. inner core.
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In the frame of an external observer it would take infinite time for any test
particle to reach the (outer) event horizon, or to escape from it, due to
the compression of the timelike coordinate. Infalling objects would appear
frozen3. However, in the frame of the test particle, the horizon will be reached
in a finite time. If a star were to collapse into a black hole then it could
only emit a finite number of photons before crossing the horizon; externally
observed luminosity would fall exponentially such that (ignoring possible
quantum effects4) an external observer would not expect to detect any matter
or radiation from a black hole.
Geodesics can be integrated across the event horizons by additionally using
the Ingoing, and Outgoing, Kerr Coordinate Charts. These charts are ob-
tained by a different choice of variables, which infinitely stretch and twist so
as to be smoothly continuous across the horizons.
For external observerations no geodesics need be traced past the first event
horizon (Ingoing and Outgoing charts are unnecessary) but there should be
a valid chart at every point in the exterior region. In particular the (region I)
Boyer-Lindquist chart cannot cover the surface where φ would be zero (or 2pi)
but, since this chart is axially symmetric, a second (region I) Boyer-Lindquist
chart (related to the first by a 180◦ offset in φ coordinates) can be added.
The second Boyer-Lindquist chart permits integration of world lines that
completely orbit the black hole. However, neither chart directly covers the
gap along the axis of symmetry (e.g. where θ would be zero or pi, and the φ
coordinate would have no meaning). The Kerr-Schild Chart is obtained by
a transformation from spherical polar to Cartesian based coordinates, which
are also valid over the axis of symmetry.
5.2 Implementing the Kerr Sky class
The kerr sky class was produced (based on the sky class described in sec-
tion 4.2.4) using only two charts. These are external region Boyer Lindquist
charts, related to one another by a 180◦ rotation. When the class is instan-
tiated these charts (and maps) are immediately added to GRworkbench’s
3Before the term “black hole”, the name “frozen star” was used.
4ie. Hawking Radiation
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working atlas. The sky class creation method must be supplied three param-
eters to specify the mass, charge and angular momentum for the coordinate
charts.
No chart is added to cover the interior of the black hole. This is actually
an advantage for detecting whether geodesics cross the event horizon. In-
tegration will fail when the edge of the available set of charts is reached,
immediately indicating that the light ray does not originate from any point
on the external sky.
As described in the previous section, this pair of charts contain a defect along
the rotational axis of symmetry. This is not a significant problem because
most geodesics will “miss” the defect. Otherwise a thin line artefact may be
produced, where rays intersecting the defect and are incorrectly assumed to
have reached the event horizon. This is most visible in part 2 (of 4) in Figure
5.4.
The final sky coordinates are determined using the equations described in
4.2.3. The Boyer Lindquist charts, and spherical revolve maps, had already
been implemented (and tested) in GRworkbench, [4].
5.3 Verification using Schwarzschild Geome-
try
The optical appearance of the Schwarzschild spacetime has already been
studied previously, in detail. By simply setting the charge and angular mo-
mentum of the Kerr Newman sky class to zero, the Schwarzschild spacetime
is obtained. Images can then be compared with examples from previous
literature, to verify that the raytracer is functioning as intended.
A series of 640×512 resolution images from the Schwarzschild spacetime have
been published at [9] and [10]. These images represent the perspective of
observers that are stationary with respect to the Schwarzschild black hole
(suggesting that the observer either is accelerating to maintain position or is
at the apex of a purely radial trajectory). Each image contains a 90◦ (hori-
zontal) field of view, and the images are grouped to present 270◦ panoramas
(consisting of three images). The camera angles point directly toward the
black hole, to one side and directly away from the black hole.
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nvector<tangent vector>
observer1 ( make vector ( dt , dz , dy , dx ) ) ,
obse rver2 ( make vector ( dt , −dz , dy , −dx ) ) ,
obse rver3 ( make vector ( dt , −dx , dy , dz ) ) ,
obse rver4 ( make vector ( dt , dx , dy , −dz ) ) ;
Figure 5.2: Camera vantages to the front, back, left and right. To preserve
chirality each set must differ by an even number of transformations (sign
changes and pairwise swaps).
for (all (x, y) pixel coordinates)
{
cout <<x <<” , ”<<y<<” , ”<< r3 (x , y ) << endl ;
cout <<x+ ( xre s+gap )<<” , ”<<y<<” , ”<< r1 (x , y ) << endl ;
cout <<x+2∗( x re s+gap )<<” , ”<<y<<” , ”<< r4 (x , y ) << endl ;
cout <<x+3∗( x re s+gap )<<” , ”<<y<<” , ”<< r2 (x , y ) << endl ;
}
Figure 5.3: Source code to create panoramic images. Raytracer classes r1
through r4 created to differ only in the vantage (Figure 5.2). The gap con-
stant can be set greater than zero so that the post-processor leaves a line
between each of the four images.
The object oriented raytracer design makes images of this nature simple to
reproduce. Sequentially orthonormalising the Boyer-Lindquist chart coordi-
nate vectors (in the same manner as for the stellar inertial frame, section
5.2) produces the basis of an observer who is stationary with respect to the
Schwarzschild black hole. A new raytracer class is then created for each cam-
era angle (determined as in Figure 5.2) and, rather than outputting single
images individually, entire panoramic sets (chosen to comprise four images,
thus illustrating a complete 360◦ view) can be output (Figure 5.3). Each
individual image was specified to have 640×512 resolution and 72◦ vertical
field of view (due to the geometry of the simulated camera this actually gives
a horizontal field of 84.5◦ rather than exactly 90◦).
The panoramas are presented at various distances from the black hole (spec-
ified by r coordinate of the Schwarzschild chart) by supplying various input
files to the raytracer. Note that the mass of the black hole is arbitrary
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provided distance is measured (as per [9]) in units of Schwarzschild radius.
Masses were chosen so that a single choice of
Although the same background starfield image [12] was used, the exact same
orientation of the observer to the background sky was not. Consequently,
though the images display the same features of the spacetime, they are not
exact copies. Important features to compare are the area shadowed by the
event horizon, and the radius of the einstein ring (where a greatly amplified
image appears of any star on the exact opposite side of the black hole to the
observer). In these respects Figure 5.4 (produced by this project) completely
matches with results published at [9] and [10], confirming the function of the
raytracer.
5.4 Nonzero Angular Momentum and
Charge
By altering only the parameters of the kerr sky class, the experiment in
section 5.3 can be repeated for black hole solutions with arbitrary charge
and angular momentum. All other variables (including the orientation of
the background sky) have been held constant to best facilitate comparisons
between these different spacetimes and Figure 5.4.
Increasing electric charge appeared only to shrink the area subtended by the
event horizon of the black hole. The effect was found not to depend on the
sign of the electric charge. Figure 5.5 illustrates the extreme case, that is,
the sky around a critically charged black hole. Even this critical case appears
highly similar to the uncharged Schwarzschild solution.
By instead increasing the angular momentum of the black hole (that is,
leaving electric charge at zero), the symmetry of the black hole is broken.
The extreme case is illustrated in Figure 5.6. A spinning black hole no longer
appears spherical to all observers; the area subtended by the event horizon
appears interestingly distorted to observers close to the plane of rotation
(Figure 5.4).
Note that the Einstein ring is not significantly distorted to observers far from
the black hole (Figure 5.4). The aspherical distortions are produced by the
inertial frame dragging effect, which is strongest close to the event horizon.
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(a) Distance 100 rS
(b) Distance 20 rS
(c) Distance 4.5 rS
(d) Distance 2.5 rS
Figure 5.4: Perspective left, forward, right and behind of an equatorial ob-
server (θ = pi
2
) close to a Schwarzschild Black Hole
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(e) Distance 1.5 rS
(f) Distance 1.2 rS
(g) Distance 1.05 rS
(h) Distance 1.005 rS
Figure 5.4: Perspective left, forward, right and behind of an equatorial ob-
server (θ = pi
2
) close to a Schwarzschild Black Hole
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(a) Distance 100 rS
(b) Distance 20 rS
(c) Distance 4.5 rS
(d) Distance 2.5 rS
Figure 5.5: Perspective left, forward, right and behind of an equatorial ob-
server (θ = pi
2
) close to a critically charged (q = M) Reissner-Nordstro¨m
Black Hole
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(a) Distance 100 rS
(b) Distance 20 rS
(c) Distance 4.5 rS
(d) Distance 2.5 rS
Figure 5.6: Perspective left, forward, right and behind of an equatorial ob-
server (θ = pi
2
) close to a critically spinning (a = M) Kerr Black Hole
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(e) Distance 1.5 rS
(f) Distance 1.2 rS
(g) Distance 1.05 rS
(h) Distance 1.005 rS
Figure 5.6: Perspective left, forward, right and behind of an equatorial ob-
server (θ = pi
2
) close to a critically spinning (a = M) Kerr Black Hole
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To a reasonable approximation [17], the dragging of photons simply causes
the area subtended by the event horizon to shift sideways. For observers
sufficiently close to the event horizon, the outside sky appears shifted to
one side rather than in the direction opposite to the black hole, and is also
distorted in shape.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The numerical raytracer, based on GRworkbench, was developed and used
to produce images which, according to the predictions of General Relativity
Theory, are equivalent to photographs that could be taken by observers close
to a (sufficiently dense) massive object such as a black hole.
The raytracer source code follows an object oriented design consistent with
that of GRworkbench. This type of design allows parts of the raytracer
source code to be easily reused in later projects, and minimises the poten-
tial for accidental programming mistakes. Furthermore the raytracer has
been designed in a manner specifically to simplify the process of adding new
spacetimes, so that the raytracer can now be reused to numerically determine
the optical appearance of distant objects in any other spacetime (provided
relevant metrics and inter-chart maps are known).
Insight into the current status of the GRworkbench software was gained from
this project. The raytracer thoroughly tested GRworkbench’s geodesic in-
tegration capabilities, tracing more than 108 individual geodesics. Various
“bugs” in the source code of GRworkbench (and also issues in the new con-
figurations of the ADAC machines) were uncovered, identified and fixed.
By simulating a spacetime that had already been considered in prior litera-
ture, the accuracy of the raytracer was verified. Images were also produced
of situations not known to have been previously considered. Optical ap-
pearances of the sky around black holes with significant electric charge and
angular momentum were investigated.
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There is potential for further useful visualisations, using the Kerr-Newman
geometry, to be produced by the raytracer. Different vantage points could be
explored and various new motion sequences, illustrating the perspective of
observers travelling along various worldlines, can be produced. Worthwhile
educational material can be created using results from the raytracer.
The Kerr-Newman sky class can be further improved by adding the Kerr-
Schild coordinate charts. This would overcome the problems along the axis
of the black hole, and would also permit production of images taken beyond
the black hole event horizon. Various completely different spacetimes, such
as wormholes, can also be investigated.
One obvious future improvement to the raytracer itself is to implement
some method, based on Richardson extrapolation, to automatically deter-
mine whether a geodesic is converging to a particular point on the sky (and
if so, then where to) without explicitly relying on some “celestial radius”
choice. The post-processor should also be improved to correctly modify the
colour and intensity of the images.
Significant future work is necessary for GRworkbench to reach its intended
state (especially if this state is for it to be marketed to other research groups).
An efficient system for arbitrarily high order automatic differentiation should
be implemented, to allow calculation of the Riemann tensor components and
other important quantities as necessary. Further work is needed to deter-
mine how an ideal representation of a tensor, with arbitrary (covariant and
contravariant) rank, should be implemented within GRworkbench.
Producing a suitable user interface to GRworkbench is an important topic,
already being investigated. Ideally users should be able to investigate com-
pletely new spacetimes by simply typing in the metric equations, and with-
out ever restarting (nor recompiling) the program. A user-friendly interface
would allow the operator to identify interesting camera angles, and begin
raytracing, with a few clicks of the mouse.
In light of continuing enhancements in computing power, future work in faster
raytracing methods (such as solid guessing algorithms) will soon lead to real-
time interactive simulations from the perspective of observers navigating and
exploring various curved spacetimes.
Appendix A
Raytracer Source Code
The following sections give the raytracer source code. This cannot be com-
piled in complete isolation, as the raytracer also depends on various sections
of the GRworkbench source code.
A.1 main.cpp
This file describes the point where the raytracer executable is loaded by
Condor. Its purpose is to interpret the command line arguments and to start
the raytracer main subroutine (defined in raytracer.cpp).
#include <except ion>
#include <iostream>
#include <s t d i o . h>
namespace grwb { int rayt race r ma in ( int , int ) ; } ; //
save needing to #inc l ude ” ray t race r . hpp ” , thus
speed ing compi le .
using std : : c l og ;
using std : : endl ;
int main ( int argc , char ∗argv [ ] )
{
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int rank , s i z e ;
// ordered v a l i d i t y t e s t o f arguments
i f
(
( argc != 3) | |
( s i z e = a t o i ( argv [ 2 ] ) , s i z e < 1) | |
( rank = a to i ( argv [ 1 ] ) , ( rank < 0) | | (
rank >= s i z e ) )
)
{
c l og << ”Usage : grwb r s Example :
grwb 0 1” << endl ;
c l og << ”where the job i s d iv ided in to
s partS , ” << endl ;
c l og << ”and execut ion o f part r i s now
Required . ” << endl ;
return 0 ;
}
c l og << ”Beginning part ” << rank << ” o f ” <<
s i z e << ” . ” << endl ;
return grwb : : rayt race r ma in ( rank , s i z e ) ;
}
A.2 raytracer.cpp
This file describes the proceedure to read necessary input from the console,
instantiate a raytracer class, and output tracing data for every pixel.
#include <iostream>
#include < l i s t >
#include <boost / op t i ona l . hpp>
#include ” r ay t r a c e r . hpp”
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#include ”metr ic . hpp” // cause l i n k to succeed
#include ” tenso r . hpp” // t ang en t v e c t o r
#include ” ker r . hpp” // kerr char t s
#include ” po int . hpp”
#include ” nvector . hpp”
#include ” geode s i c . hpp”
#include <math . h> // atan2 , acos , tan (
f o r f i e l d o f view )
#include <f stream> // f i l e output
#define pi 3.141592653589793238
using namespace l i f t ;
using namespace grwb ;
using namespace boost ;
template <typename T> T input ( std : : s t r i n g s )
{
T datum ;
std : : c l og << s << ”? ” ;
std : : c in >> datum ;
std : : c l og << ”−> ” << datum << std : : endl ;
return datum ;
}
int grwb : : rayt race r ma in ( int rank , int max rank )
{
// Input ba s i c ray t race r parameters .
int xre s ( input<int>(”Hor i zonta l p i x e l
r e s o l u t i o n ( eg . 800) ” ) ) ;
int yre s ( input<int>(” Ve r t i c a l p i x e l r e s o l u t i o n
( eg . 600) ” ) ) ;
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double fov ( input<double>(” Ve r t i c a l f i e l d o f
view ( eg . 30) ” ) ) ;
const double p i x e l a s p e c t r a t i o = 1 ;
// 4:3 p h y s i c a l a spec t r a t i o i s t y p i c a l f o r CRT
, TV etc , matching the r e s o l u t i o n s they use
eg . 1024 x768 .
// The aspec t r a t i o o f LCDs tends to match 1280
x1024 so t ha t they have square p i x e l s too .
const double window height (1 ) ; // a r b i t r a r y
double window width ( window height ∗
p i x e l a s p e c t r a t i o ∗ double ( x re s ) / double (
y re s ) ) ;
double dis tance to window (0 . 5 ∗ window height /
tan ( ( p i / 360) ∗ fov ) ) ;
// Input ba s i c spacet ime parameters .
double mass ( input<double>(”Mass o f b lack ho le (
eg . 1) ” ) ) ;
double angular momentum ( input<double>(”Angular
momentum of black ho le ( eg . 0 . 5 ) ” ) ) ;
double e l e c t r i c c h a r g e ( input<double>(”Charge o f
b lack ho le ( eg . 0) ” ) ) ;
// Input ba s i c camera parameters .
double pos r ( input<double>(”R coord inate ( eg .
35) ” ) ) ;
double pos the ta ( input<double>(”Theta
coord inate ( eg . 1 .670796) ” ) ) ;
double pos ph i ( 4 . 0 ) ; // symmetry
double pos t ( 0 . 0 ) ; // time−independent
//
// Prepare numeric ray t race r .
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//
shared ptr<sky> s (new grwb : : k e r r sky (mass ,
angular momentum , e l e c t r i c c h a r g e ) ) ;
shared ptr<point> l o c a t i o n (new point ( s−>
d e f a u l t c h a r t ( ) , make vector ( pos t , pos r ,
pos theta , pos ph i ) ) ) ;
nvector<tangent vector> obse rve r (
d e f a u l t o b s e r v e r ( l o ca t i on , s−>d e f a u l t c h a r t
( ) ) ) ;
r ay t r a c e r r ( s , observer , xres , yres ,
window width , window height ,
d i s tance to window ) ;
// Main loop : Consider every p i x e l .
for ( int x (0 + rank ) ; x < xre s ; x+=max rank ) //
i n t e r l e a v e d workload d i s t r i b u t i o n
for ( int y = 0 ; y < yre s ; ++y)
{
std : : cout << x << ” , ” << y << ”
, ” << r (x , y ) << std : : endl ;
}
return 0 ;
}
/∗
namespace grwb
{
namespace l a x i n t e g r a t i o n
{
namespace ray t race r
{
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us ing l a x i n t e r p r e t e r : : l a x ;
us ing s t d : : pa i r ;
namespace d e t a i l
{
us ing l a x i n t e r p r e t e r : :
b u i l t i n s : : I ;
us ing l a x i n t e r p r e t e r : :
b u i l t i n s : :
t h row excep t i on ;
us ing l a x i n t e r p r e t e r : :
engine ;
cons t l a x
s t a r t r a y t r a c e r ( )
{
raytracer main (0 , 1) ;
re turn I ( ) ;
}
}
namespace l a x i f i c a t i o n
{
DEFINE LAX BUILTIN(
cons t l a x ( ) , d e t a i l
: : s t a r t r a y t r a c e r ,
s t a r t r a y t r a c e r ,
f a l s e ) ;
}
cons t map<s t r i n g , lax>&
i n s e r t b u i l t i n s ( )
{
s t a t i c op t iona l<map<
s t r i n g , lax> > ;
i f ( ! )
{
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. r e s e t (map<
s t r i n g , lax
>() ) ;
(∗ ) . i n s e r t (
make pair (”
s t a r t r a y t r a c e r
” ,
l a x i f i c a t i o n
: :
s t a r t r a y t r a c e r
( ) ) ) ;
}
re turn ∗ ;
}
}
}
}
∗/
A.3 raytracer.hpp
This file defines the classes unique to the raytracer.
#include ” tenso r . hpp” // t ang en t v e c t o r
#include ” po int . hpp”
#include ” nvector . hpp”
#include ” geode s i c . hpp”
#include ” ker r . hpp”
#include <a s s e r t . h> // debug
using boost : : op t i ona l ;
namespace grwb
{
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int rayt race r ma in ( int , int ) ;
nvector<tangent vector> d e f a u l t o b s e r v e r (
shared ptr<point> p , shared ptr<chart> C)
{
// This shou ld produce ’ sky− l i k e ’
observers , f o r po in t s on the d e f a u l t
char t a t l e a s t
a s s e r t ( (∗p) [C] ) ; // Fa i l s i f s u pp l i e d
po in t ou t s i d e o f d e f a u l t char t .
using l i f t : : make vector ;
t angent vec to r time ( normal i s e (
tangent vec to r (p , C, make vector
( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) ) ) ;
t angent vec to r rad iu s ( or thonormal i s e (
tangent vec to r (p , C, make vector
( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) , time ) ) ;
t angent vec to r theta ( or thonormal i s e (
or thonormal i s e ( tangent vec to r (p , C,
make vector ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) ,
r ad iu s ) , time ) ) ;
t angent vec to r phi ( o r thonormal i s e (
or thonormal i s e ( or thonormal i s e (
tangent vec to r (p , C, make vector
( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ) , theta ) , r ad iu s ) ,
time ) ) ;
return nvector<tangent vector >(make vector ( time
, radius , theta , phi ) ) ;
} ;
struct skycoords
{
int r eg i on ; // does the ray
miss , h i t or pass beyond some hor i zon ?
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double theta , phi ; // where does
i t i n t e r s e c t the sky ?
double r ; // how c l o s e to the
o b j e c t was t h i s e s t imate produced? i e .
Radius
double energy ; // energy i s
p ropo r t i ona l to the inner product o f
time and momentum
} ;
class sky
{
public :
virtual double ambiguity ( opt iona l<
shared ptr<tangent vector> >) = 0 ;
// t h i s f unc t i on re turns zero
i f no f u r t h e r t r a c i n g i s
necessary
virtual skycoords coo rd ina t e s ( opt iona l<
shared ptr<tangent vector> >) = 0 ;
// Estimate o f the f i n a l
coord ina t e s o f a ray :
virtual shared ptr<chart> d e f a u l t c h a r t
( ) = 0 ;
// re turns a char t so t ha t
po in t s may be s p e c i f i e d .
} ;
class ke r r sky : public sky
{
private :
const double mass , angular momentum ,
charge ;
shared ptr<chart> C1 , C2 ;
public :
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ke r r sky (double m, double a , double q )
: mass (m) , angular momentum ( a ) ,
charge (q ) ,
C1(new chart ( kerr newman : :
b oy e r l i n dqu i s t (m, a , q , 1 ) ) ) ,
C2(new chart ( kerr newman : :
b oy e r l i n dqu i s t (m, a , q , 1 ) ) )
{
char t s ( ) . i n s e r t (C1) ;
char t s ( ) . i n s e r t (C2) ;
i n t e r cha r t maps ( ) [ make pair (C1
, C2) ] = shared ptr<
inter chart map >(new
i n t e r char t map ( kerr newman
: : r evo l v e ( ) ) ) ;
i n t e r cha r t maps ( ) [ make pair (C2
, C1) ] = shared ptr<
inter chart map >(new
i n t e r char t map ( kerr newman
: : r evo l v e ( ) ) ) ;
} ;
˜ k e r r sky ( )
{
// char t s ( ) . remove . . . .
}
double ambiguity ( opt iona l<shared ptr<
tangent vector> > g )
{
// t h i s p a r t i c u l a r sky on ly has two outer
char t s .
// when the geode s i c en t e r s
hole , s o l v e r f a i l s to
produce vec t o r .
// i f v e c t o r ou t s ide , can only
su g g e s t keep t r a c i n g to see
where i t goes .
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// t ha t i s , u n t i l c a r t e r cons tan t s are
p rope r l y researched . .
return bool ( g ) ;
} ;
skycoords coo rd ina t e s ( opt iona l<
shared ptr<tangent vector> > g )
{
skycoords x ;
i f ( this−>ambiguity ( g ) == 0)
{
// ambigui ty i s e x a c t l y
zero on ly i f ray i s
to pass across
hor i zon
x . r eg i on = 2 ;
x . phi = 0 ;
x . theta = 0 ;
x . r = 0 ;
x . energy = 0 ; //
a c t ua l l y , energy i s
i n f i n i t e
}
else
{
// i f ou t s i d e o f
hor i zon . . .
x . r eg i on = 1 ;
shared ptr<point> p =
(∗∗g ) . context ( ) ;
// note t ha t po in t
cou ld be on e i t h e r
char t ye t .
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shared ptr<chart> c ( (∗p
) [C1 ] ? C1 : C2) ;
// f i nd coord ina t e s o f
po in t on char t :
nvector<double>
po in t coo rd s (∗ (∗p) [ c
] ) ;
x . r = po in t coo rd s [ 1 ] ;
// f i r s t produce a
b a s i s r ep r e s en t i n g
s tar− l i k e ob se rve r :
nvector<tangent vector>
e ( d e f a u l t o b s e r v e r (
p , c ) ) ;
// c a l c u l a t e the
d i r e c t i o n o f the
north s t a r :
t angent vec to r yhat (
cos ( po in t coo rd s [ 2 ] )
∗ e [ 1 ] − s i n (
po in t coo rd s [ 2 ] ) ∗ e
[ 2 ] ) ;
// now , ∗assuming∗ we ’
ve been g iven a nu l l
geodes ic ,
x . energy = − (∗∗g ) ∗ e [ 0 ] ;
t angent vec to r spacehere ( or thonormal i s e
(∗∗g , e [ 0 ] ) ) ;
x . theta = acos ( yhat ∗
spacehere ) ; //
re turns 0 . . p i
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// The p r o j e c t i on
t angent vec to r xzpro j (
o r thonormal i s e (
spacehere , yhat ) ) ;
x . phi = po in t coo rd s [ 3 ]
+ atan2 ( xzpro j ∗
or thonormal i s e ( e [ 3 ] ,
yhat ) , xzpro j ∗
or thonormal i s e ( e [ 1 ] ,
yhat ) ) ;
// co r r e c t f o r char t
r o t a t i on
i f ( c == C2) x . phi +=
pi ;
// ensure co r r e c t range
.
while ( x . phi < 0)
x . phi
+= 2∗ pi ;
while ( x . phi >= 2∗ pi )
x . phi −= 2∗ pi ;
}
return x ;
}
shared ptr<chart> d e f a u l t c h a r t ( )
{
return C1 ;
} ;
} ;
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class ray
{
//
// Given the tangent o f a ray , we
wish to determine how i t i n t e r s e c t s
our sky
//
private :
shared ptr<sky> s ;
g eode s i c g ;
const double unreasonab ly fa r back ;
bool f i n i sh ed work ;
skycoords be s t e s t ima t e ;
void t r a c e poo r ( )
{
// s imp l e s t a l gor i thm i s to t r y
to t race e v e r y t h in g a long
way
be s t e s t ima t e = s−>coo rd ina t e s (
g ( unrea sonab ly fa r back ) ) ;
}
void t r a c e b a s i c ( )
{
// ba s i c a l gor i thm i s to t race
a long way , or u n t i l the
geode s i c f a l l s o f f the char t
double d i s t an c e t r a c ed (0 ) ;
while ( ( d i s t an c e t r a c ed >
unreasonab ly fa r back ) && s
−>ambiguity ( g (
d i s t an c e t r a c ed ) ) )
−−d i s t an c e t r a c ed ;
b e s t e s t ima t e = s−>coo rd ina t e s (
g ( d i s t an c e t r a c ed ) ) ;
}
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void check where ray goes ( )
{
i f ( ! f i n i sh ed work )
t r a c e poo r ( ) ;
f i n i sh ed work = true ;
}
public :
ray ( shared ptr<sky> s , t angent vec to r&
v)
:
s ( s ) , g ( v ) ,
unrea sonab ly fa r back (−150) ,
f i n i sh ed work ( fa l se )
{
}
friend std : : ostream& operator<<(std : :
ostream& o , ray r )
{
r . check where ray goes ( ) ;
o << r . b e s t e s t ima t e . phi ∗ 180/
p i << ” , ” << r . b e s t e s t ima t e
. theta ∗ 180/ p i ;
o << ” , ” << r . b e s t e s t ima t e . r
<< ” , ” << r . b e s t e s t ima t e .
energy ;
return o ;
}
} ;
class r ay t r a c e r
{
private :
const double x centre , y c en t r e ;
const double x s ca l e , y s c a l e ;
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const t angent vec to r dx , dy , dz , dt ;
shared ptr<sky> s ;
public :
r a y t r a c e r ( shared ptr<sky> s , nvector<
tangent vector> observer , int xres ,
int yres , double window width ,
double window height , double
window distance )
:
s ( s ) ,
x c en t r e ( 0 . 5∗ ( window width/
window distance ) ) ,
y c en t r e ( 0 . 5∗ ( window height /
window distance ) ) ,
x s c a l e ( ( window width/
window distance ) /( xres −1) ) ,
y s c a l e ( ( window height /
window distance ) /( yres −1) ) ,
dx ( obse rve r [ 3 ] ) ,
dy ( obse rve r [ 2 ] ) ,
dz ( obse rve r [ 1 ] ) ,
dt ( obse rve r [ 0 ] )
{
}
ray operator ( ) ( int i , int j )
{
double x = i ∗ x s c a l e −
x cen t r e ;
double y = j ∗ y s c a l e −
y cen t r e ;
t angent vec to r nu l l ( dt +
normal i s e ( x∗dx + y∗dy + dz ) )
;
return ray ( s , nu l l ) ; // I haven
’ t e x p l i c i t l y de f ined a ray
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copy−cons t ruc t o r . .
}
} ;
} // grwb namespace
A.4 Input files
The raytracer input files must be written to match the format expected by
the type and order of input calls in raytracer .cpp. The following input files
(named “0.in” through “7.in”) were used to produce to produce images at
eight different distances from the Kerr black hole.
Distance (rS) Input file contents
100 “640 512 72 0.25 0.25 0 50 1.570796”
20 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 20 1.570796”
4.5 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 4.5 1.570796”
2.5 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 2.5 1.570796”
1.5 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 1.5 1.570796”
1.2 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 1.5 1.570796”
1.05 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 1.05 1.570796”
1.005 “640 512 72 0.5 0.5 0 1.005 1.570796”
In this case, the raytracer reads exactly seven numbers from the input file
(interpreted respectively as horizontal resolution, vertical resolution, vertical
field of view, mass, angular momentum, charge, distance, and polar incli-
nation). Subsequent text in the input file is ignored by the raytracer, and
hence can contain comments explaining the meaning of the particular input
file and its fields.
By swapping the fifth and sixth fields (or setting both to zero), the numerical
experiment was repeated for a charged (or Schwarzschild) black hole.
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Appendix B
Post-Processor Source Code
The post-processor produces images according to data output by the ray-
tracer. Details of the post-processor’s operation are currently controlled by
constants specified in the source code.
#include <iostream>
#include <at l image . h>
#include <f stream>
#include <sstream>
using std : : cout ;
using std : : endl ;
CImage sky , r e s u l t ;
const int x r e s = 640 ; // Spec i f y the r e s o l u t i o n o f the
image be ing crea t ed .
const int y r e s = 512 ;
const int n frames = 8 ; // Process s i n g l e image
, or ( some number o f ) frames f o r a motion sequence ?
const std : : s t r i n g moviepath ( ” s t ep s t ep \\” ) ; // note
doub le s l a s h re qu i r ed to r ep re s en t s i n g l e s l a s h
// Fo l lowing cons tan t s s p e c i f y the format o f the data
f i l e ( s ) .
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const int d a t a e n t r i e s p e r l i n e = 6 ;
const int x p i x e l = 0 ; // i e . x−p i x e l−coord i s in f i r s t
column of data
const int y p i x e l = 1 ;
const int ph i coord = 2 ;
const int the ta coord = 3 ;
const int r coo rd = 4 ;
int compute ( std : : s t r i n g f i l ename )
{
int sky x = sky . GetWidth ( ) ;
int sky y = sky . GetHeight ( ) ;
s td : : i f s t r e am f ( f i l ename . c s t r ( ) , s td : : i o s : : in )
;
double d [ d a t a e n t r i e s p e r l i n e ] ;
double x , y ;
double c l o s e s t r (1000) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < x r e s ∗ y r e s ; ++i )
{
for ( int j = 0 ; j <
d a t a e n t r i e s p e r l i n e ; ++j )
{
i f ( f . e o f ( ) ) return −1;
f >> d [ j ] ;
f . i gno r e ( ) ; // don ’ t choke on
comma de l im i t e r s , e t c
}
i f ( ( d [ r coo rd ] != 0) && (d [ r coo rd ] <
c l o s e s t r ) )
c l o s e s t r = d [ r coo rd ] ;
x = ( sky x ∗ d [ ph i coord ] / 360) ;
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y = ( sky y ∗ d [ the ta coord ] / 180) ;
while ( x < 0) x += sky x ;
while ( y < 0) x += sky y ;
while ( x >= sky x ) x −= sky x ;
while ( y >= sky y ) x −= sky y ;
// cout << x << ” ” << y
<< end l ;
i f ( ( x > 0) | | ( y > 0) )
r e s u l t . Se tP ixe l ( int (d [ x p i x e l ] )
, int (d [ y p i x e l ] ) , sky .
GetPixel ( int ( x ) , int ( y ) ) ) ;
// e l s e , must be in the b l a c k hole , so
l e a v e b l a c k
}
cout << ” C lo s e s t nonzero R coord inate ( i e .
c on f idence value ) i s ” << c l o s e s t r << endl ;
return 0 ;
}
int s i n g l e ( )
{
i f
(
( cout << ”Opening background
sky image ( sky .bmp) . . ” <<
endl ,
( sky . Load ( ” sky .bmp” ) != S OK) )
| |
( cout << ”Beginning new image . .
” << endl ,
! r e s u l t . Create ( x re s , y re s , sky .
GetBPP( ) ) )
| |
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( cout << ” Proce s s ing r ay t r a c e r
data ( output . txt ) . . . ” <<
endl ,
compute ( ”output . txt ” ) )
| |
( cout << ”Saving f i n a l r e s u l t (
output . png ) . . . ” << endl ,
r e s u l t . Save ( ”output . png” ) !=
S OK)
)
{
cout << ”Post=proc e s s i ng f a i l e d . ” <<
endl ;
return −1;
}
else
{
cout << ”Post−pro c e s s i ng complete . ” <<
endl ;
return 0 ;
}
}
int sequence ( )
{
cout << ”Opening background sky image ( sky .bmp)
. . ” << endl ;
sky . Load ( ” sky .bmp” ) ;
cout << ”Beginning new images . . ” << endl ;
for ( int n=0; n < n frames ; ++n)
{
std : : s t r i n g s , i n f i l e , o u t f i l e ;
r e s u l t . Create ( x re s , y re s , sky .
GetBPP( ) ) ; // f r e s h ( b l a c k )
image
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std : : s t r i ng s t r eam s s ;
s s << n ;
// conver t
number to s t r i n g o f
cha rac t e r s
s s >> s ;
i n f i l e = moviepath + s + ” . out”
; // expre s s
f i l enames .
o u t f i l e = moviepath + s + ” .bmp
” ;
cout << ”Now opening ” <<
i n f i l e << endl ;
compute ( i n f i l e ) ;
cout << ”Now wr i t i ng ” <<
o u t f i l e << endl ;
r e s u l t . Save ( o u t f i l e . c s t r ( ) ) ;
r e s u l t . Destroy ( ) ;
}
return 0 ;
}
int main ( )
{
return ( n frames > 1) ? sequence ( ) : s i n g l e ( ) ;
}
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Appendix C
Lax Code
The following Lax code was used to produce Figure 3.1.
b lack ho l e mass = 1 ;
b lack ho le ang m = 0 ;
b l a ck ho l e cha r g e = 0 ;
chart = bo y e r l i n d q u i s t 2 i n r e g i o n b lack ho l e mass
b lack ho le ang m b l a ck ho l e cha r g e 1 ;
event = point chart ( quadruplet 0 10 ( h a l f p i ) ( h a l f p i
) ) ;
obse rve r = normal i se
( t ang en t v e c t o r a t po i n t on cha r t event
chart ( quadruplet 50 1 1 0 . 3 ) ) ;
wo r l d l i n e = geode s i c obse rve r ;
p repare spacet ime =
add a l l k e r r c h a r t s b lack ho l e mass
b lack ho le ang m b l a ck ho l e cha r g e
add d i s t o r t i on s p h e r i c a l d i s t o r t i o n
add d i s t o r t i on suppre s s t ime
f o r e a ch ( pa i r 1 2)
{
v i s u a l i s e o n c h a r t
( b o y e r l i n d q u i s t i n r e g i o n
b lack ho l e mass b lack ho le ang m
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b l a ck ho l e cha r g e ?)
v i s u a l i s e o n c h a r t
( b o y e r l i n d q u i s t 2 i n r e g i o n
b lack ho l e mass b lack ho le ang m
b l a ck ho l e cha r g e ?)
}
t r a c e o b s e r v e r wo r l d l i n e
;
d ep i c t ho r i z on =
add ke r r even t ho r i z on b lack ho l e mass
b lack ho le ang m b l a ck ho l e cha r g e
;
t r a c e o b s e r v e r wo r l d l i n e =
{
show st r ing ”Observer ’ s wo r l d l i n e tangent
vec to r has magnitude ”
show (magnitude obse rve r ) show st r ing ” ( i e . i s
t ime l i k e ) ” show new l ine
v i s u a l i s e w i t h c o l o u r white wo r l d l i n e −20 49 .22
} I ;
t r a c e v a r i o u s n u l l r a y s =
{
time = obse rve r ;
p lace = po i n t o f t a n g en t v e c t o r time ;
rad iu s = o r t h ono rma l i s e v e c t o r w i t h r e s p e c t t o
( t ang en t v e c t o r a t po i n t on cha r t p lace
chart ( l i s t 4 0 −1 0 0) )
time ;
theta = o r thono rma l i s e v e c t o r w i t h r e s p e c t t o
(
o r t h ono rma l i s e v e c t o r w i t h r e s p e c t t o
( t ang en t v e c t o r a t po i n t on cha r t p lace
chart ( l i s t 4 0 0 1 0) )
time
)
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rad iu s ;
phi = o r t h ono rma l i s e v e c t o r w i t h r e s p e c t t o
(
o r t h ono rma l i s e v e c t o r w i t h r e s p e c t t o
(
o r t h ono rma l i s e v e c t o r w i t h r e s p e c t t o
( t ang en t v e c t o r a t po i n t on cha r t
p lace chart ( l i s t 4 0 0 0 1) )
time
)
rad iu s
)
theta ;
l e s s f l a t n e s s = −0.3;
l e s s f l a t = add vec tor s
( mu l t i p l y v e c t o r ( c o s i n e
l e s s f l a t n e s s ) ( rad iu s ) )
( mu l t i p l y v e c t o r ( s i n e
l e s s f l a t n e s s ) ( theta ) ) ;
f o r e a ch ( numeric range 0 .1 −0.8 0 . 8 )
{
s p a c e l i k e = add vec tor s
( mu l t i p l y v e c t o r ( c o s i n e ?) (
rad iu s ) )
( mu l t i p l y v e c t o r ( s i n e ?) ( phi )
) ;
nu l l = add vec tor s s p a c e l i k e time ;
v i s u a l i s e w i t h c o l o u r ye l low ( geode s i c
nu l l ) 0 10 .52
}
f o r e a ch ( numeric range 0 .1 −0.8 0 . 8 )
{
s p a c e l i k e = add vec tor s
( mu l t i p l y v e c t o r ( c o s i n e ?) (
l e s s f l a t ) )
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( mu l t i p l y v e c t o r ( s i n e ?) ( phi )
) ;
nu l l = add vec tor s s p a c e l i k e time ;
v i s u a l i s e w i t h c o l o u r ye l low ( geode s i c
nu l l ) 0 60
}
I
} I ;
a = dep i c t ho r i z on ;
b = t r a c e v a r i o u s n u l l r a y s ;
prepare spacet ime
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